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Land Of Lincoln by Tom Schlueter
Peoria's Amateur World Champion explains his rapid climb up the

Page
withon the Pro Tour.
ladder of disc golf success and feels he will be a force to be reckoned

Marylee Ramsay: Playing Disc Golf For The
Page

Reasons by MarkJennings
Have to travel to play disc golf? This story of a golfer who has driven
nearly 12,000 miles in the past year to compete and strengthen
friendships will inspire you to keep on truckin' to participate in your
favorite sport. '

Discovering Dan Mangone by Clif’fTowne
Dan Mangone, one of the universe's disc golf retail leaders, provides

P059 Disc GolfJournal with a fascinatingpersonal history and gives his
suggestions forpromoting and improving the game.

What MakesA Disc GolfHole Difficult?
by John Burt

P¢£9 Can statistics tell us why some holes are more challenging than
others? The results of John Burt's interesting analysis may
surprise you.
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When you’re the only game in
town, provided you have a good
product and good service, your
business should thrive. That's not the
case with disc golf. Many people are
trying to make a living in different
facets of the sport, and competition is
pretty intense. Everyone wants a
piece of the disc golf pie. All the disc
manufacturers want golfers to play
with their discs. Tournament
directors compete with each other
especially if two events are near each
other and on the same weekend.

The top level pros compete for the
cash. Top amateurs compete for the
best prizes. Pebple making
presmtations to park districts for new

course installations have to compete
withother sports and other ideas.
2
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Golf disc retailers and other disc
golf merchandisers compete. Just look
at how many people are in the retail
disc golf business by scanning the
number of ads in this issue. In
Austin, Texas alone you’ve got
Circular Productions and Heart Of
Texas Disc Golf. Both of these
companies are large national
distributors and both are turning a
profit.

Why isn’t Disc GolfJournal in the
business of retailinggolf discs? If Disc
Golf Journal were to get into mail
order disc sales we would be
competing with the same advertisers
who help pay our bills. Why would a
disc retailer advertise in a publication
that also mail orders discs‘? It doesn’t
make sense for either one. The
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publication is getting paid from a
competitor but losing potential money
from customers responding to the
competitor’s ad.

Speaking of Disc Golf Journal, all
disc golf publications compete in many
ways. Who's going to have the big
breaking story? Who's going to have
the new and best ads? Who's going to
have the best photos? A couple
months ago, I called one tournament
director to see if he wanted to place an
ad in this issue. He explained thatthe
club’s funds had already been
allocated. Wow! It proves my point
that there is not an endless supply of
money.

But competition is good. It
constantly keeps you on your toes and
forces you to evaluate your product's

D worth. 1993 will be a very competitive
year for players, manufacturers,
retailers, and publications. Some will
grow strong, others willweaken.

Happy holidays and the best of luck in
1993 to’ you and your family.
Sincerely
Tom Schlueter, Publisher



Dear Mr. Schlueter: On behalfof theDear Disc GolfJournal
,
I’m not sure if

this is a record, but I feel it’s pretty
interesting. On September 27, 1992 at
the New England State Championships,
Heather Sheldon, who is only 15 years
old, won the Women’s Distance title by
throwing a Phantom Light disc 233’ 6”.
She even beat a woman pro.

Edie Chase
Worcester, MA

Dear DGJ, Thanks again for your
sponsorship at disc golf events. Keep up
the non-political, genuinely informative
format. Please...no PDGA gossip and/or
‘cute putt,” anagrams, crosswords, or
profiles on people we have never heard
of. I will continue to recommend your
mag to all 200 members of my league.
Let's inform and educate our ams. and
not confuse them with political opinions
and high tech “garble."

Mike “Willie”Williams
La Mirada, CA

Hi! I love to read about disc sports
and since DGJ is such a great paper, I
will gladly renew my subscription.
What do you think about articles about
the other individual disc events? It
would be great to read about good
results in Distance and SCF. They’re
rneasureable and easy to compare with
results from other tournaments.
wherever they’ve taken place. Make a
top ten list of longest Distance throws
during the year. 1992 candidate:
Thomas Palmer. Sweden. 18-1.30 meters!
14 year old Swede .\lattias Franzen,
178.90 meters!

Disc golf is, and always will be. the
number one concerning interest and joy,
but here in Sweden, there's a big
interest for the other events too. Ha det
sa bra‘.

Kurt Karlsson
Malmo, Sweden

DISCOVERIN

March of Dimes Birth Defects
Foundation, I would like to thank you
for your involvement in the first
Connecticut State Flying Disc
Championships on Saturday, October
10. It was a tremendous success and we
raised over $1,800 for the Campaign for
Healthy Babies. We cannot thank you
enough.
By contributing 6 subscriptions along
with extra copies of your magazine, plus
a dozen mini-discs. you made a
difference! Thanks to you, funds raised
in Eastern Connecticut will support
community based programs that will
impact the health of babies born in
Eastern Connecticut.
Special thanks to you for joining our
team and helping the March of Dimes
deliver small miracles.

Sandy Whewell
Division Director
Norwichtown, CT

Hi Tom, the current Journal is
excellent. even for us Europeans. Hope
that more stories will be covered from
Europe and elsewhere too I I know it's up
to us). Keep up the terrific work! Merry
X-Mas from the Swiss Alps. Holodiyo
(YodeI).

Paul Francz
Basel, Switzerland

Dear Tom & Staff. Ijust wanted to
say "Hi" to all fellow disc golfers back
home. I‘m having a great time playing
tournaments and courses from Delaware
down to Florida. So far, I’ve done no
worse than 4th in the Masters division.
I hope to see a lot of Northwest golfers
at the Masters Cup next Spring.
Everyone enjoy the Winter.

Travlin’Tom Lander
Kirkland,WA

Tom, you know I used to get that little
book. I thought it was the greatest until
you guys came out. That thing is
Kindergarten and your mag is Graduate
school. You don’t get into that boring
page after page of throw by throw stuff.
I’m just learning the game, so I want
practical information I can use. You
guys have it. The Journal has a lot of
different material in a easy to read
format. The quality of the ads is real
good too. I have also noticed that your
photos have improved.

Doug Foley
St. Louis, MO

Fellow “real” golf enthusiasts, we
need to build for the future of disc golf
by encouraging it as a family sport
which provides fun for children and
parents alike. Unfortunately, the
prolific use of marijuana, alcohol, and
other counter-culture substances on the
courses is a major obstacle to this goal.
At a recent tournament, I observed
several individuals creating the
unmistakable odor of burning marijuana
with young children only a car’s length
away. I immediately notified the
tournament director who proceeded to
“warn” the individuals involved. I see
no alternate interpretation of rule
804.05 B(2) of the PDGA rulebook. The
rule clearly states that the players
would be immediately disqualified. I
don't mean to place the blame for this
incident on the tournament director.
The fault rests squarely on the
shoulders of the players themselves who
participate and condone this practice.
Amazingly, some of these people I
observed have written this magazine
asking people to participate in activities
which would promote disc golf to higher
levels.

Lennie Bottorff
Terre Haute, IN

 
Dear DGJ, I’ve been picking up a copy

of your mag from Nick (Capt. Slice)
Sartori lately, and I love it! Please sign
me and my brother up for one year. My
brother Ed and I began playing disc golf
at the Clearwater course when there
were only 9 holes, all of them 4 X 4
posts. Over the past 6 years, I have
grown up in this sport with some of the
best golfers of today, C.R. Willey, Bob
Blair, Nick Sartori, Roger Bunting, and
the disc golf god, Ken Climo. What I
enjoy most about disc golf is the
camaraderie displayed at tournaments.
Being a life—long amateur I play for the
pure enjoyment of the sport. Yet. the
TD‘s and pro level players seem to be
genuinely interested and appreciative of
my participation. I thinkwe should all
remember and encourage those less
able. Thanks for continuing to put out
“The World’s Finest Disc Golf
Publication.”

Jim “TK” Widick
Sarasota, FL

Disc GolfJournal welcomes all questions
and comments. Letters should include
the name, address and phone number of
the writer and be addressed to:

Disc GolfJournal
1801 Richardson Dr. #6
Urbana, IL 61801-1286
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For the past nine years lnnova-Champion Discs has been
the leader in Golf Disc Design. With the introduction of our

patented beveled rim discs in 1883 we changed the perception
of what a disc could do. lnnova-Champion Discs manufacturers

the most complete line of discs in the industry.

The next time you go out to the course

Don't settle for the imitators, flywith the innovators.
INNOVA-CHAMPION DISCS

1735 Monticello Ct., Ontario, CA 81781 [714] 847-7885



 
SCOTTMARTIN: LAND OF LINCOLN LEFTY

Name: Scott Martin

Born: April 20, 1966

Height/Weight:6'4"; 180 lbs

Hometown: Peoria, IL
PDGA#: 5560

Yearsplaying: 4 
by Tom Schlueter

hosted an amateur tournament
called the IlliniClassic back in April
of 1990. Two of the players that

came over from Peoria, Illinois were the
Martin brothers, Scott and Tim. Both of

.them didn’t do very well in the
tournament. The year after that. Tim
had an excellent season and won many
regional events. And this past July,Scott
won theAmateur Worlds in Indianapolis.
What happened? Scott explains:

“I started playing tournaments in
1989 and had only played one or two
tournaments before that weekend in
Champaign. I actually started playing a

year before that. A friend of mine from
work took me to Bradley Park and said
he was meeting someone to play Frisbee
golf. I had never even heard of it before.
The person my friend was meeting
turned out to be Chuck Wallis, and I got
to be good friends with him. He gave me

‘a couple discs to use and from then on, I
have been hooked and have just done a
lot of practicing.”

“Actually, last year I was working
full time and was lucky to play once a

 
week, and I’d go to an occasional
tournament. My brother Tim played
every single day last year, and that’s why
he was beating me in ‘91. This year it
was just the opposite. I’m not working
and he’s working long hours as a chef.
He's only hit 3 or 4 tournaments this
year. I was working as a waiter at the
same restaurant Tim works at for about
14 months. I had saved up a lot of
money, and last May, I quit work to play
more golf and travel to lots of
tournaments. I traveled almost every
weekend this past season.”

Disc golf has been alive and well in
Peoria for quite some time thanks to two
people—Marshall Hopkins and Rob
Scroggs. The first course in Peoria was
in Marquette Heights. It's a nine hole
course that is still there. Rob Scroggs
was in charge of getting this course
installed in the late 705. Then, the
course at Bradley Park was installed in
the early 80’s. The Peoria Park District
keeps Bradley Park in beautiful shape.
It’s one of theprettiest courses in Illinois.

The Central IllinoisDisc Golf League
was formed in the Summer of 1989.
Marshall is the club president and takes
care of all of the books. Rob is the course

pro at Bradley Park.
Both Marshall and Rob designed

Peoria’s newest course, McNaughton
Park in Pekin. The Pekin Park District
purchased 9 Mach-III baskets with two
years of funds accumulated from the
Central Illinois Disc Golf League. Scott
and the rest of the local golfers are
hoping they’ll have the money to put in
the other nine baskets by the end of next
season. McNaughton will be an
incredible course when this happens.

One of Scott’s favorite memories of
1992 was when he and his brother and
two other Illinois amateurs drove all the
way to Round Rock, TX in April for the
National Doubles Championships. “The
National Doubles Championships was a
lot of fun. We got 3rd place. It was
exciting from the day we got there. We
drove down there with two guys from
Chicago, Dan Harbeck and Tom
Christiansen. We arrived a day early to
play the course. This course is a
monster! A couple 900 foot holes. Even a -

Tim Martin (L) and Scott Martin (R) ofPeoria, Illinois. Watch out for thisdoubles team
in Round Rock. Texas in 4 ril. hoto b TedNowlin

1000’ hole. It’s really not a public course
where you can go to have fun. The public
is going to struggle on that course. But
since the National Doubles
Championships are held there, it needs
to be a tougher course."

“Me being left-handed and Tim being
right-handed is a great doubles
advantage. You come up to any hole and
you know you’re going to have at least
one shot! My game and Tim’s game are

very similar. We both have a decent
drive and can get good distance. Our
throwing styles are alike and if we were
putting side by side, our style is almost
identical. If I’m in a slump, I can just
watch him, and start doing the same
thing. He keeps me in a better rhythm
because I can figure out what I’m doing
wrong.”

Scott is a very powerful thrower.
When I saw him compete in Indianapolis
I was amazed at some of the routes he
chose. A left-hander myself, I often stood
there dumbfounded because I would have
never even considered some of these
shots realistic.

“A lot of my power comes from my
rhythm and my wrist snap. A lot of
times when I tee off, you’ll actually hear
the snap when I let go of the disc. My
wrist snaps very hard to get that extra
rotation on the disc. Up until the
beginning of this past season, my top
drive would be somewhere between 350-
400 feet. After Tim and I went to Texas,

pool. The first round I played with some
other guys, but the lastwsinx rounds I
played with Matt. I actually thought
Matt was going to win for awhile.”

“After the first daybl was 8 strokes
behindMatt, and then I just kept getting
closer and closer as the days went by.
Going into the final round, both George
Smith and I were 1 stroke behind Matt.
That final round at Brookside, I tied the
course record with an 8 under. As I was
going to Brookside that morning I told
myselfl wasn’t going to worry about
what the other guys were shooting, I was
just going to play my game. I stayed real
relaxed. Sports Illustrated followed us
around and were talking to us, and that
helped me stay relaxed too. I thinkthat’s
why 1 won.”

Scott made the right move after
winning the Amateur Worlds in
Indianapolis. He turned pro
immediately. But if you can believe it,
his first pro tournament was the PDGA
World Championships in Detroit. He felt
it was quite a jump to go from the
Amateur Worlds to the Pro Worlds. Scott
finished up about halfway through the
pack, which is pretty impressive
considering he injured his throwing arm
on the second day of play.

Every pro remembers their first
tournament where they made money.
For Scott, it was right after Detroit. “The
first Pro tournament I went to after the
Pro Worlds in Detroit was in Logansport,

Scott attributes much ofhis power to rhythm In his arm swing. One can hear Scott's
wrist snap at theend ofhis release. photo by Ted Nowlin

we both gained 50-100 feet on our drive.
It made that much of a difference. A '

course like that forces you to just let it
fly.”

“On a consistent basis I can throw
400-425 feet. A top throw would be 450-
475 feet. My favorite driver for distance
is the Whippet. I have five of them in my
bag. In fact, the first time I bought a
Whippet was in Texas, and it has really
helped me out. It is definitely a disc for
the more advanced player. A beginner is
just going to get frustrated with it
hooking so early. After a tournament
earlier this season, I was talking to Ken
Climo, and he was holding 2 Whippets, a
150g and a 144g He told me the lighter
weights give you a lot more distance.
After practicing a bit, I really noticed it.
Now, the only time I like throwing a
heavier disc is if it is windy.”

Obviously, one of Scott’s most dear
memories was when he won theAmateur
World Championships in Indianapolis
last July. He described a little of that
week for me. “That week was great. I
had gone to quite a few tournaments
before the Amateur Worlds where I had
met up with Matt Fitzwater. It was a
constant battle back and forth between
the two of us. He would win one, I would
win one. Most of the time he was beating
me by one or two strokes. The week in
Indy, Matt and I were put into the same

Indiana. wlt was the first tournament I
cashed in. I tied for third with Mitch
McClellan and Eric Bramlage. This was
one of the favorite tournaments I’ve ever
been to. After the first round, I was one
stroke off Steve Wisecup. So I got to play
in the leader group in the second round
with him. Steve is probably the pro I like
watching the most. He is so consistent it
just kills me. I watched him that whole
round and learned not to watch him! I
need to keep my mind on my game. It
did throw me off a bit, but I enjoyed
watching him so much that round. What
threw me off was not being able to stick
with him, which is stupid because I can't
really expect to as of yet. But look out in
the future!”

Like most of us who enjoy disc golf,
Scott is anxious for the sport to get big so
that he and others can make a living at
it. “If I could play disc golf every day and
make a living at it, that’s what I’d do.
It’s an incredible sport. It keeps you in
shape and feeling good. It’s so much fim.
I would love to see disc golf get to where
ball golf is today with all the major
championships, the pros, and the Senior
Tour. Eventually I thinkwe’ll get there,
but a big stumbling block is that a lot of
people still don’t even know about the
game. Out of 100 people that I might
ask, I’ll be lucky if one of them knows
what disc golf is.” El

5



Disc GolfPart of Boy
Scout “Camporee”

by,TomDenton

On September 19, the Logansport,
IN Disc Golf Club supervised disc golf
as one of the activities for area Boy
Scouts camping at France Park. Scout
leaders arranged for sponsorship by
two corporate sponsors. Alcoa and Eli
Lillypaid for 60 Aviars with the
“OlympicCamporee" patch included in
the hotstamp. The discs were
available for use all day, and that
evening, each scout patrol got one disc
to keep. Our club donated a copy of
Disc GolfJournal with each disc.

We set up 6 portables at distances
of 150’ to 250’ in an open field. It was

sunny with hardly a breeze—great
conditions for learning disc golf.
Nearly 500 boys played the course,
and some kept coming back.

Our “instructors” had lots of
positive comments like: “There’s lots of
potential in this group,” and “thatguy
sure learned fast. By the last few
couple holes he was driving over 200’.”
And the numerous long deuces did
wonders for the level of excitement.
There were times when we had too
many kids for the small course, but we
managed to keep things semi-orderly.
The results were well worth the effort.

Tennessee’s 17thFlyingDisc
Championships Exceeds

Great Expectations
September25-27
by Ken Folger

Last year’s tournament at Henry
Horton State Park was the largest
state multi-event disc tournament in
the country with 106 competitors.
Rain in the forecast and in the air
didn't stop them from returning with
their friends to bring this year’s total
turnout to 134. Prizes and overall
trophies were awarded in seven
competitive divisions. The free beer
and Pizza Hut pizza to go along with
the great live rock n’ roll at the
Saturday night party left players
happy enough to put up with the
inconvenience of the strained
schedule. At any rate, great fun and
great competition were had all
weekend.

Golf in the Pro Open division was

played in a steady rain on Saturday
morning, but the conditions
apparently suited Jim Akins just fine
as he shot 12 under on the 27 hole
course and moved into the second
round with a three stroke lead. After
a “special” final 9 created by the wild
imagination of golf director Sterling
Overton, Akins found himself $325
richer with David Borders, Dean
Tannock, and Don Brown tied for
second 3 strokes back. Akins also won

'5'"
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- Rain cover on both sizes
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The Best Disc GolfBag Made
STANDARDBAG: $30.00 holds 10-14 discs
BIG BROTHER BAG: $40.00 holds 16-20 discs

- New Padded Strap on both sizes

- Constructed of nylon packcloth & nylon cordura
- Plastic inserts in front, back & bottom to keep discs from warping

- "D" Ring for towel
- Open top for easy access
to all discs

AVAILABLEIN ASSORTEDCOLORS

- We stock all current popular discs
- All brands, assorted weights and colors
- Periodicallymodels are introduced and phased out

i?Holida.y
"One of thebestdeals

- Call or Write for whol
SEND OR CALL FOR BROCHURE:

% Tom Monroe, 2426 NW 119thAvenue, Gainesville, FL 32609
g3 .

Ph. 904-378-6688

0 lA9:Specia. J»
in the country!"

_

' -10 Golf Discs for $5.00 each & shipping
esale price sheet

fl‘44%

Distance (442‘) and cashed in
Freestyleto take home almost $450.

The Overall trophy honors went to
Dean Tannock for winning MTA and
Accuracy, a second in golf, a third in
DDC, and respectable finishes in
Distance and Freestyle. Lavone Wolfe
played with the young men, won DDC
withpartner H.B. Clark, and scored in
all other events as well to take second
overall. Bob Lewis, from Orlando, FL,
scored in all events for third place.

Golf in the Masters’ division
started tight with 10 players between
par and 3 under, but Fred Salaz of
Cincinnati broke away from the pack
with a nine under Sunday morning
and cruised to an 8 stroke win. He
also won Distance and acquired points
in all events except Accuracy to take
the second place Masters’ trophy.
Overall glory went to threepeating
H.B. Clark who scored in all six events
includingwins in MTA and DDC. Ken
Folger took a brief break from TDing
to hit 26/48 in Accuracy for the best
performance in thatevent.

Sylvia Voakes cruised to an 8
stroke win over Dorothy Lindsey in
golf to win $120 and took another $15
for winning Distance. The Pro
Women's Overall trophy, however,
went to Jessica Harber of Huntsville
who scored in four events.

Even though the Overall trophies
and most of the money were taken by
out-of-state pros once again this year,
Tennessee’s Ams were able to make a
much stronger showing. Wes
Landfear of D.yersburg and Dennis
Martin of Nashville teamed up to
design two oflthe best tournament
logos ever seen, won Am Freestyle,
and took the two top spots in the Am I
Men’s division. Wes placed second in

‘golf and scored in 4 of the 5 other
events for a 442 point total and the
first place Overall trophy. Dennis
scored in all events except golf to end
up in second overall.

Alan Sims of Mt. Pleasant and
George Cox of Nashville took the top 2
spots in Am II by each scoring in 5
events to end up with 419 and 390
points respectively. Robert Bean won
Am II disc golf and ended up with
third overall. Sherry Brown of
Lebanon won Am Women's golf by a
comfortable 11 strokes, but Angie
Haley of Florence took the Am
Women's Overall title with 234 points
to edge out Vicki Kessler who won
MTA and Accuracy and earned 200
points. Nashville's Stephen Pilson
won disc golf and the three other
events he entered to edge out Devin
Jones for theJuniors’ Overall trophy.

Next year bring a friend and come

play the best state multi-event
tournament in the world at beautiful
Henry Horton State Park the first
weekend of October. We’ll be ready to
show you a great time and top flight
competition.

A Shootout in KY for
“Braggin’Rites”
by Doug Aulick

The Kentucky Fall Series debuted
on the 3rd of October, 1992. The
Banklick “Face-It” tournament was

Leg I and drew an impressive list of
big name players. 87% of the field
paid the extra $5.00 to participate in
the best 2 out of 3 series! Larry Cave
hosted Leg II of the series. Otter
Creek was a fine tournament and the
atmosphere was enhanced by mother

 
nature’s fall display of beautiful
colors.

The Series Finals were held at
Bowling Green where Steve Schwartz,
Rocky Russell, and Dr. Rick Voakes
hosted the classic Halloween IX. Not
only did the Bowling Green Club put
on a magnificent 3-course one day
extravaganza, but Dr. Rick took care
of the KY Fall Series by computing
scores and distributing some great
trophies and cash.

I would like to personally thank
the fine efforts of Larry Cave, Rick
Voakes and all three KY clubs for
promoting disc golf state wide. Say
Indiana, how about your winners
competing against our winners? The
beat goes on.

Finally,I need to mention that the
Bowling Green Disc Golf Club won the
1st ever KY state-wide club challenge.
Congratulations—fornow!

Breeze and 'I‘reeze 1992
October 17&18

by Steve Winchester

It has finally come to be that the
new Brandywine was played in a
tournament. We've been talking this
up for a long time with three “Final B-
wine” tournaments. Although we

regret losing the old Brandywine, we
welcomed in the new with a great
tournament. The weather conditions
were just right for Brandywine with
better than 15 mph winds with gusts
up into the 20s. Not a howling, but
definitely enough to challenge the best
golfer.

.

The big challenge for the TD was
to handle all the people. 130
determined golfers showed up! We
always expect a big turnout but never
this big! So, with 7 and 8-somes we
teed off. The number of people and
wind conditions made for slow play.
The scores for the different divisions
looked a lot like the scores shot on the
old B-wine in similar conditions. The
first round took three and a half
hours! This forced us to commit some
TD trickery. We had to keep the AM
Ils to only nine holes in the second
round. While they played the back,
everyone else played the front to
completion thenjumped in on the back
nine.

Joey Mela took the pro division by
four strokes with a smooth seven
under in the second round setting the
new B-wine course record, making
him the man to beat for the “Breeze
and Treeze” overall. For everyone else
who won their division, the Delaware
Disc Golfers sends out congrats.

I’d like to thank Bill Yerd for
running the tournament, and Rich
Hughes for prizes and organization.
Thanks to everyone thatplayed in the
tournament. The tournament
sponsors deserve a big thanks: Dr.
Dave Bercaw, Stanley’s Tavern, and
Gold’s Gym for theirclosest to the hole
prizes, and Cafe Riviera for the great
food. Finally,we would like to thank
the State Parks for helping us with
course reconstruction and putting up
withus into the darkness.

The second part of the “Breeze
and Treeze” promised to be as good as
the first. The temperature was 60-65
with almost no wind. The trees were

just turning color for the Fall and
Lumz was looking spectacular! One
month before, the DDG had done
extensive course clearing and Lumz
was looking as pretty as she ever has.



This opened up the course like it has
never been before.

99 people turned out for the
Treeze! I knew we had our hands full
on this one! We got off to a relatively
early start, which was very fortunate
becausethe first round was four hours
long. We did manage to get both
rounds in but we again ended up
keeping the parks open way after
dark.

In the open pro division Smokin’
Joe Mela brought his best golf without
a doubt! He won the Treeze by two
strokes securing him the “Overall”
title. Also winning both tournaments
was Jeff Sweetman in the Masters
securing the “Overall” title for
Masters. Congratulations to all other
division winners and thanks to all of
the people that showed up. We hope
to see all of you in our future
Delaware tournaments.

I'd like to thank our sponsor
Sweeten Contracting who has
faithfullysponsored the Treeze for the
last two years. Thanks to the
General’s Army Navy for the gift
certificates. Stanley’s and Gold’s Gym
for the closest to the hole prizes and
Glasgow Deli for the great lunch. For
Illr sponsorship of the Overall I'd like
to thank Conieg_\“.< Pub and \\'ing.< to
Go for their cash input. M & W Sports
for the Overall plaques, Disc Golf
Journal for gift subscriptions, and
finally the staff at Lums Pond for all
the cooperation and help they have
been giving us.

Halloween 9, Friendly
Revenge
October 31

The Alabama State Championships
in Huntsville featured a disc golf
tournament using three separate
courses in one day, 54 different holes.
Resident disc golf supreme champion
Dean Tannock could not be touched!
He set the course record at his “home
course” UAH the first round (40). He
then continued a blistering pace which
included an ace to win by an easy
margin over Rick Voakes and Don
Brown who tied for second.

Three weeks later, the tables were

turned, as Dean Tannock returned to
Bowling Green, KY, to defend his
championship. Again, three separate
courses were played in one day. Dean
shot an incredible 43, 48, & 40! But
resident pro Rick Voakes was ready
for revenge. He set a new course
record (39) the first round at his
“home course” Kereiakes. Then Rick
continued the pace, including an ace,
to win by a comfortable margin ahead
of Dean, with Kevin Stewart one
stroke back.

In both cases. the visiting pro shot
a 43 the first round and was fairly
confident until the local boy came in
with a scorcher. Moral: Never be
smug with -11 until you know what
the homey shot.

has to offer!

wants to say "THANKS"
to the many Sponsors, Players,

and Volunteers who made it a SUCCESS.
You are the Heart of the l 992 H.O.T Fall Tour.

0 Over 230 Players enjoyed beautifulweather, and
some of the finest Championship Courses Texas

0 Next year promises to be bigger and better than
ever — so don't miss it!

Remember,Disc Golf is HOT in Texas!

1>.s. filappq Waadaw
from Wad of 7em¢/

P.O. Box 684382
Austin, TX 78768-4382

(512)472—DISC
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Choose from all INNOVA,DISCRAFT,
LIGHTNING, WHAM-O, & DYNAMIC

PRODUCTS.
10 Discs for $50

Asst. Towels $3.50

Holiday Special
my 1.31 V: to «.3.» U;*3*\j&'P@ EPQ Qxfi *9

5 Discs for $30
5 minis for $4
Wholesale Mix and Match Orders

Available,Inquire by Phone or Mail.

When in Mobilecontact Jim for directions,
disc golf products, and information.

Mail check or M/O to: JIM ORUM
PO BX 9662, Mobile,AL 36691-0662

(205) 478-0379 Evenings
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Accurate Miniature Reproductions

of Actual Discs

Availablein:
Sterling Silver (reg. size $30)

10K (reg. size $90-$115)
14K (reg. size $145-$175)

TD's: Call about Special Awards Deals

Now Available:
Design #1 -Cobra, Shadow, ScorpionDesign #2-Tracer,Barracuda

Design #3-Softie(reg. & sm.)
OtherStyles-Call

Greg Brooks #5877
c/o BIum's Jewelers

#14 HighlandMall
Big S ring, TX. 79720

TX & N 1-800-643-6336
915-267-6335

2‘

Allow 4 Weeks for Delivery
8.25% Tax for TX Residents
$4.00 Postage
Visa, MC, AMEX also accepted



THE BAG
Name:

Eric Marx

Hometown:
Danville,IL

Resides in Wimberley,TX

Age: 36

Throws: Righthanded
PDGA I: 1024

Occupation:
Circular Productions
Operations Director

Recent Wins:
1992 PDGA Worlds
Masters Division

E1uc’s BAG:
“I don’t even know what brand this

is. It’s not a golf bag, per se. It’s your
basic sports nylon cylindrical bag. It
has parallel zippers on top so there is
an 8 inch opening for the discs. It has
two half openings at either end for my
putter and main driver. It could
probably hold 24 discs. Each end has
a zipper that can extend the bag
another6 inches. One end has four or
five compartments for pencils,
scorecards, 2 meter chain, fingernail
clippers. It has a waterproof
compartment for your wallet. It's
about as ideal as you can get for a disc
golfbag.”

BERKELEY, CA

THE 1993 NORCAL SERIES 8: THE EAST BAY DISC GOLF CLUB PRESENT

The 6”‘ Annual Caldecott Open

Emc’s Discs:
Scorpion (186g): “I use the Scorpion
for fairly straight intermediate to long
range distances. Ifl need to get a
good skip out of the landing, the
Scorpion will skip more than
anything. It's a possible roller disc if I
need a very straight line. Innova discs
are very predictable, and I have to
know what my discs are going to do.”

2 Vipers (180g): “I have a new Viper
that is my back-up disc or for a very
high wind situation. I have another
worn-out Viper that flies like a new
Scorpion. Put a little hyzer on this
and it will straighten up and go
forever. When Vipers are new, they
are more overstable, farther flyingand
a little wilder than the Scorpion. As
they get worn out, theyhave the flight
characteristicsI look for.”

2 AviarPutters (l75g): “I use these
for approaching, not putting. They’re
nice and straight, and very
predictable. They really come out of
the hand nicely, and they’re durable
as far as maintaining their flight
characteristics over time. The reason
I carry two almost identical discs in
my bag is because I've broken more of
these thanany other disc I've thrown.”

1 Cobra (178g): “This disc was from a
pretty early rim of Cobras. They were
great fliers. But this is extremely beat
up, so I use it for ‘S’ flights, where if
the hole is long enough, a hyzer shot
will flip over and anhyzer for awhile
then finally fade back to the left. This
disc gave me a lot of birdies in Detroit
because I needed these types of shots.

MORAGA, CA

I can also use this disc as a
replacementroller.”

1 Stingray ( 180g): “This is my roller
disc. I'm toying with the idea of
throwing this for ‘S-ing’ air shots like
the Cobra.”

1 Glo-Roc (180g); “I use this when I
have to throw a sidearm roller. I’m
not as strong in my sidearm throw
and can't put as many ‘z’s’ on the disc
so I need somethinga bit more stable.
I have a tendency to flip a disc over
when I throwthatshot. The Roc holds
a nice straight line. I'm also thinking
about using my older Viper for this
shot.”

2 Barracudas (184, 185g): “The
Barracuda flies essentially the same
as a Scorpion. They’re almost
identical discs. You’re just looking at
different degrees of stability. The
Barracudas I've thrown are far more
overstable than the Scorpion, but I’ve
had people tell me just the opposite. I
look at the 2 Barracudas and the
Scorpion as a set of 3 Woods, just
progressively more stable. I'll use
them on a shot that isn't terribly
long.”
1 Whippet (l75g): “I use this if I want
to go up and down real fast and I don’t
want much left to right variance.
When the Whippet came out, I threw
it for air shots. Then the Viper came
out. The Whippet feels better and is
easier to throw. But after throwingit
for awhile it dawned on me on how
over-stable it is. I thinksit’s the most
over-stable disc. It was just too wild
to throw. I went back to the Viper and

 
it wasn't so bad. But I keep the
Whippet in my bag for these up and
down shots. You throw this thing
with hyzer and it’s going to come
almost straight down. It's like lawn
darts."

1 Birdie (l75g): “This is my putter. I
love the material. This particular run
was more rubbery than other runs of
Birdies, but not as soft as the
Gumbputts, which is the same mold.
They just have a rubbery feel that is
sticky in the chains. Innova gets
different runs of plastic, and discs
vary in texture from batch to batch. I
really like the way it flies too, nice and
straight. And it won't go too far past
the basket.”

“I worry about the promotion
aspects of the game. People are
saying let’s get ESPN involved.
Personally, I, don’t thinkwe are ready
for it. I've been playing 15 years. I've
played in a whole bunch of
tournaments and a whole bunch of
finals, and if suddenly 20,000,000
people were to see a tournament, even
if it were the World Championships, I
don’t thinkthey would be particularly
impressed. I’d rather wait until we
have an impressive thing to show
people. On the other hand, we kind of
need that exposure to get the sport
big, so it’s a vicious circle. If we want
this sport to get big, people have to
know it exists. Everyone who plays
thisgame has to make a conscious and
deliberate effort to get new people out
to thecourse.”
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Jase/July '9t

legust/September'91

October/November'91

December/January '92

February/March '92

July/August '92

DISC GOLF JOURNAL
BACK ISSUES!

Sam Ferrans, Inside Innova-Champion Discs,
Brandywine Creek State Parlr, Minnesota, Tracer
2 Scorpion reviewed. First Issue!
Tom Monroe, Geoff Lissaman, The Mental and
Physical Game, Kansas, Delaveaga Disc Golf
Course.

I
I
I
I
I
I

Brian Cummings, Steve Valencia, Oregon, E
Grassroots Organization, Collecting Golf Discs, 3
Gordon Barnett Parlr. !
Elaine King, Disc Golf's Early History, Cold i
Weather Playing, Old Settler's Parlt, The Female i

I
I
I
I
I
I

Amateur, Pennsylvania, What Disc Flies The
Farthest?
Dulre Stableford, Dan Ginnelly, La Mirada Disc
Golf Course, North Carolina, When Is It Time To
Turn Pro? What‘: The Best Putter? Youth
Instruction, The PDGA, Nutrition.

Milrc Gloyes, David Greenwell, Perfect Practice,
Maconoquah Disc Golf Course, Colorado, Viper 8.
Stealth reviewed, Disc Golf in New England.
Duane "CD" Steiner, Snapper Pierson, Alabama,
Tulsa's McClure Parlr, How To Get A Course
Installed, Whippet 8. Marauder Reviewed.

February 20 - 21, 1993
in Berkeley& Moraga, California

36-HOLES AQUATIC PARKON SAT. ° 36-HOLES MORAGA COMMONS ON SUN.

Tami Pellicane, Weekend Getaways, Mastering
the Short Game, Iowa, Seneca Creel State Parlt,
Disc Selection, Now To Be A Great Course Pro.

September/Detoher '92

Fred Salaz, Grassroots Organization (part 2),
Laurel Springs, How To Teach Disc Shills To
Kids, Ohio, Highland Road Parlt.

Ilevernher/December'92
° FIELD LIMITED TO 96 PLAYERS. ADVANCEDREGISTRATION RECOMMENDED.

- EACH PLAYER WILL RECEIVE A CUSTOM DISC GOLF BAG.
°ENTRY FEES: WOMEN, GRAND MASTERS, SR. GRAND MASTERS: $30.

OPEN AND MASTERS DIVISIONS: $40. (PDGA FEES INCLUDED.) $4.00 per issue (please specify)
Send check or money order to:

DISC elbllfllll' 1801 Richardson Drive #6
Urhana, IL 61801-1286

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT MIKE 8: MICHELE COZZENS AT
SID-339-6929, OR PETE D'AGOST|NO AT 5l0»37é-6695. OR THE
NORCAL SERIES DIRECTOR, LEONARD MUISE, AT 415-512-8973.
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Name: Marylee Ramsay
PDGA#: 6497

Home: Johnson City, KS

YearsPlaying: 2 1/2

AMATEUR. CLosE-UP
MARYLEE RAMSAY:

PLAYING DISC GOLF FOR THE RIGHT REASONS

Occupation: Substitute Teacher/HarvestTruck Driver/ChildCare
Specialist
Hobbies: Running,Arts'& Crafts, Reading
Favorite Discs: Shadow, 77 Mold, AviarPutter, Aviarand Gumbputt

by Mark S. Jennings
or one reason or another, the
fairest gender has never been

‘ found in abundance when it
comes to sporting events. The same
holds true in disc golf. Much has been
tried to promote and encourage women
to compete in disc golf, but little has
been accomplished. Probably the lack of
larger numbers of women in sports is
due more to the competitive nature of
sports rather than our failure to
encourage and promote any sports
involvement by women. Marylee
Ramsay is one of the exceptions. As an
amateur disc golfer and as a female
involved in a predominantly male sport,
Marylee has been fortunate to possess
the vision that there is more to disc golf
than competition. '- '“' -~ -A --

Johnson City. Kansas is a farming
community in the extreme southwest
corner of Kaiisas and the birthplaceof
Marylee Ramsay. With a population of
approximately 1200, Johnson City is in
the heart of the world’s largest natural
gas field and surrounded by flat and

Marylee last Septemberat the 8th Frontier Open in
Ha_vs, KS. one ofher many victories last season.

photo by Greg Vogel

treeless terrain as far as the eye can see.
Land in this isolated part of the country
is primarilyagricultural with cultivated
fields of corn, wheat, and milo, as well
as pastures and feedlots used for raising
much of the beeffound on your table.

Marylee now lives outside of
Johnson City in the same farmhouse her
grandfather built in 1929, and where
both she and her father were raised.
Marylee lives with her mother, a woman
tolerant of Marylee’s miniature zoo of
dogs and cats (and a horse currently on
loan to a youth group), as well as a large

 
number of domestic mice which serve as
feed stock for her two pet boa
constrictors.

During this past year, Marylee has
travelled to more than 15 tournaments,
including the National Doubles
(Amateur) in Round Rock, Texasand the
World Amateur Championships in
Indianapolis. This may not seem
excessive to some. but the nearest disc
golf course to Johnson City is more than
a three hour drive away!

Marylee was first introduced to disc
golf in 1985 while attending
Southwestern College in Winfield,
Kansas. With a background in high
school athletics. Marylee possessed the
natural ability to quickly learn the
basics of disc golf and enjoy the sport on
a casual basis. After completing her
undergraduate work in biology. Marylee
moved to Emporia, Kansas where she
worked on her Masters degree and
found employment at the local 200. A
pole hole course was installed there in
late 1989, and Marylee became one of
the founding members of the Flint Hills
Flyers Disc Golf Club.

Marylee did not attend her first
amateur competition until March of
1990. when some disc golfers from the
Kansas City area suggested she make a
road trip to Ponca City. Oklahoma for a
PDGA sanctioned event. John Heaton.
one of Marylee’s early disc golf
acquaintances, convinced Marylee the
Ponca City Open would be a good first
experience because attendance was-
anticipated to be small. With those
words of encouragement, Marylee found
herself crammed into a car with the
likes of John Heaton, Otto Spiers, Hal
Kurz, and “Crazy” John Brooks enroute
to Ponca City. As it turned out, over 100
golfers attended the Ponca City Open
that year, and Marylee walked away
with a very respectable tie for second
place among a field of five experienced
amateur women.

It was here that I first met Marylee.
Although Marylee was happy with her
competitive accomplishment, what
struck me the most was her enthusiasm
about the people she became involved
with through her participation in disc
golf.

Now living back in Johnson City,
just a stone’s throw from the Colorado
border and isolated from any pole hole
course, Marylee divides her time and
attention travelling great distances to
tournaments in Colorado and Kansas.
As a member of the Colorado Disc
Sports Association and the Kansas Disc
GolfAssociation, Marylee is active in the
CDSA tournament series and the KDGA
Oz Tour. It is these organized
tournament series thatallow Marylee to
maintain friendships made throughout
the year. And it is here Marylee finds
enjoyment in lasting friendships from
special people who share a common
interest in disc golf. According to
Marylee, the people she has met while
touring make the trips worthwhile.

Marylee is quick to mention John
Heaton as her disc golf mentor, and also
mentions John Schiller as helpful in
improving her game. Marylee is equally
quick to credit her friendship with
Johnny Roberts as integral in her
development of attitude toward the
sport. “Johnny is so wonderful. He is
kind and loving, and has the best
attitude of anyone I have ever played
with.”

The most recent highlight of
Marylee’s amateur career was the World
Amateur Championships in Indianapolis
last July. Marylee is between careers
and works temporary jobs as a
substitute teacher and a truck driver on
harvest throughout Oklahoma,
Colorado, and Kansas, so finances were
the greatest obstacle to travelling to

disc golf course in Johnson City.
Marylee cites several Kansas and

Colorado tournaments as her favorites.
In Kansas this year, Marylee has won
the Do-Dah Open, Frontier Open,
Hutchinson Open, and the River City
Centennial, but claims her win at the
KC Wide Open was her most
memorable. This year in Colorado,
Marylee has finished as the top amateur
woman in the Eudora Park Fall Classic,
the Arvada Memorial Park Classic, the
Colorado State Championship, and her
favorite tournament, the New Horizons
Open.

Marylee has attended more than 15
tournaments since the beginning of the
year. But what is more astounding is
that she has logged almost 11,500 miles

.w(lI:\'lA‘('putting at an obstacleon a course she made up for the Ice Bowl 91.
Marylee was l'I.\'!!iIl;.,'Australia during the annual Ice Bowl icvekend.

The location is sonu*u'herz* In the Outback in Queensland. photo by Jessica (‘alltson

Indianapolis. Through the generosity of
disc—golf1ng friends, however, Marylee
obtained sponsorships to make the trip
possible, including Dennis
Vahsholtz/Discs Unlimited, Bill
Paulson/Dovetail& Suns (creator of the
disc golf board game “Holes"), as well as
the Flint Hills Flyers (the Emporia disc
golf club Marylee helped to establish)
and personal friends Gale and Dorothy
Shipman.

Marylee fell short of playing to her
abilitiessince she arrived late the night
prior to the start of the World Amateur
Championships and started without any
prior practice. As was the case with all
other tournaments Marylee has
attended, she was successful in having a
great time and making several new
friends. In this regard, Marylee was a
winner in Indianapolis!

Marylee’s involvement in disc golf
goes beyond competition. This past
spring, Marylee was one of many
individuals who made the commitment
to hold a World’s Biggest Disc Golf
Tournament. Marylee wanted to share
the atmosphere and enjoyment found
through her involvement in disc golf
with her community. She spent many
hours speaking and giving presentations
before the local scout troop, middle and
high school PE classes, 4H, Explorers,
Junior and Senior United Methodist
Youth Fellowship and Rotary." As a
result, Marylee recruited 35 Johnson
City residents for this promotional
event. More than half who participated
in the WBDGT were 13 and younger
(five were girls) with the youngest
participant five years of age! A local
Boy Scout has also set out to earn his
Eagle Rank by working to establish a

continues to climb. Marylee travelled to
Australia on a biology field trip last
January, and, in keeping with the spirit
of her friends back in the US, Marylee
played her own Ice Bowl in the Outback
of Australia. She was credited for
playing in the smallest Ice Bowl (1
player) and under the most extreme
heat conditions (the temperature
reached 112 degrees thatday).

In the future, Marylee hopes to land
a career in education, ecology, or wildlife
management, hopefully in a town near a
disc golf course. Until that opportunity
comes along, Marylee plans to continue
travelling long distances to
tournaments, visit old friends and make
new friends throughout the next year.
She is also interested in another stab at
the World Amateur Championship.
Turningpro is an issue she will consider
after evaluating her performance over
the next several months. But for now,
Marylee is content with the friendships
and spirit of competition she has
developed. 2]

Mark Jennings is active in disc golfas a
Masters competitor, as Chairman of the
PDGA Amateur Committee, and as
PDGA,Southwest Region Coordinator.
Mark is also the course pro at the
Herman.HillPark Disc Golf Course and
the Tournament Director for the Do-Dah
Open. He has authoredseveral other
articles for Disc Golfer and Disc Golf
Journal and supports his disc golfhabit
as a practicing Certified Professional

_Landman working in the oil and gas
industry for thepast 14 years.



Or DISC GOLF 
ONTARIO: A JOURNEY TO THE GREAT WHITE NORTH
by Bob Harris

ST. THOMAS

The St. Thomas Disc Sports Club
started in 1980 with about a dozen
guys bringing a 133g Super Pro or

165g Ultimate disc to Pinafore Park.
One player at a time would create a
hole. We would throw to lamp posts,
garbage cans, or trees. We did this for
about a year and then I got a job north
of St. Thomas at a YMCA camp
feeding 200 kids. I brought a few
Frisbees up with me and taught the
kids disc golf when I wasn’t feeding
them.

I did this for a couple years, but in
the second year I took a weekend off to
go to Toronto to buy more Frisbees.
We had broken or lost half of our
stock. I saw a poster that advertised
the Toronto Island Disc Golf
Challenge Tournament 1982. The
tournament was going on that
weekend, so I showed up and got my
first look at golf discs and baskets. It
was at this Toronto tournament that I
met Mike Sullivan. Mike was king of
disc golf in this whole area for years
until St. Thomas started producing
some competition. As everyone had
expected, Mike won that tournament
by 30 strokes. I believe he has won
close to 106 PDGA tournaments since.

For the first few years of the St.
Thomas Disc Sports Club’s existence,
we would meet 3 or 4 times a year to
organize fund raisers, tournaments,
workcrews, or just see how we would
pay off the debt we had built up
getting our disc golf course more

presentable. For the last few years,
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Disc golf‘: reigning monarch, Ontario's Elaine King. Will Elaine win in Huntsville
for her thirdconsecutive world title? photo by TedNowlin

we have had monthly open meetings
for members to voice their ideas to
determine what part of the course we
should be workingon next.

Our Parks and Recreation
department gets a lot of credit for our
success in St. Thomas. It was the
Parks and Rec Director that offered
me the use of V.A. Barrie Park
because the ex-Mayor of St. Thomas
donated the land to the city. The
whole park is in a flood plain so no

buildings can be built, and the park is
of no use to sports like soccer, football
and baseball, as the land changes
shape every year with the floods every
Spring. The creek can also overflow at
any time and take over the whole
course. You can sail a boat from hole
to hole for a day or two, and then the
course gets back to normal. New
ditches and hills are formed after
every flood. This makes up completely
new holes until the course dries up.

I have a feeling that there are not
many clubs out there that had to get
bank loans and private loans to get
their disc golf course “on the go.”
Probably most clubs do not do the
regular maintenence themselves.
Here in St. Thomas, we have spent
around $25,000 on V.A. Barrie Disc
Golf Course. Many thousands of
hours have been spent digging 10
meter circles around all the holes.
Just by pouring diesel fuel in a circle
you burn the grass for a good portion
of the year and make the “who's
away?” much easier. Every course
could use them. ‘It speeds up thegame
and saves on arguing and measuring.

Trimming up the course from
nature and vandals is an ongoing

JefTMalton. one ofCanada '5 top open players.
in Detroit which earned him 4th place and $1500. photo by Keith Van Horn

thing. One time we had a huge winter
flood which brought everyone’s
garbage to our course. There was

garbage out in the streets, and frozen
garbage hanging from trees in the ice
and snow. When the Spring thaw
came we had to put wooden nose clips
on to clean the stinking place up.

The St. Thomas Disc Golf Club
has over 100 members and several
hundred that pl_ay occasionally.” St.
Thomas has ‘held organized
tournaments for 11 years, and they
just keep getting better and better
every year. Tournaments include the
Ice Bowl, Flatts Classic, Pinafore Park
Open, Midnight Madness Juniors
Tournament, Big Brothers/Big Sisters
Tournament. Club Championships,
and the Boxing Day Tournament. I
run a singles handicap league once a
week during daylight savings time
(April-October),plus we have run a

Sunday handicap doubles league for 5
years all year long. Most golfers
wouldn't even go outside in some of
these unbelievableconditions, but we

are out there loving every minute of it
becausethere is no other sport like it.

Every spring a temporary course
is set up in Pinafore Park in St.
Thomas. This is one of the more
scenic parks on the disc golf tour. The
park has an old steam train that runs
around the south end of the park, plus
ball diamonds, tennis courts, an
animal shelter, and a brand new
skateboard run. We have created a
difficult disc golf course in a very old
park setting. About 2/3 of the holes
have out-of-bounds.

Certain people over the years
have put in a lot of extra duties, time,
and money. Others have just been
around when you needed them. Greg
Pinnegar put St. Thomas on the disc
golf championship map for his 1990
World Amateur disc golf win. Greg
has also worked with local schools
promoting the sport and helping with
sponsors for tournaments. He has
done very well in theOpen division.

Jeff Malton is rated right at the
top of the list of best disc golfers in the
world. You always have to watch out
for this guy. He is able to putt from
most anywhere. Jimi Ola-Pay is
involved in every way, shape, and

Jeff beat I60 golfers at the recent PDGA Worlds

form with the construction of the
courses and setting up sponsors for
tournaments. Jimi has put in an

exceptional amount of time for each
Spring‘s Pinafore ParkTournament.

Dan Barned has worked on the
Junior Tournament the last five years.
This is disc golfs future. We had 49
boys and girls between the ages of 6
and 15 years out there playing disc

_,golf,,
_

Dag. -.a_lso ran the "Big
Brothers/Big Sisters Tournament this
year. Kerry MacDonald has put in
lots of time and effort in running the
Pinafore Park Tournament. Much of
his time has gone into work crews.

Steve Porter, my Assistant
Director, has helped with sponsorship
for tournaments. He has also been
involved in setting up a club
newsletter. and now runs the weekly
Sunday Doubles League, which brings
different players together so golfers of
all abilitiesget a chance to learn
ideas, techniques, and disc selection.
It is a known fact that the better the
golfer you practice with, the better
golfer you will become. It just so

happens that St. Thomas has a lot of
great golfers who encourage less
experienced players, resulting in
progress at an unbelievablerate.

TORONTO

In approximately 1979, Bob
Blakely and the Parks and Rec got
together with Orange Crush, who
offered to pay for course installations
in Etobicoke and Toronto Island. The
Etobicoke Disc Golf Course is set in a

huge sports complex that includes
baseball, soccer, swimming & diving,
go-carts, toy power boat racing, and
hang gliding. Probably a thousand
different people play this course

during the year. The course has a

good deal of elevation changes, a few
water holes, and there will soon be 9
more holes installed.

Phil Palumbo ran the
tournaments at the Etobicoke course

up until a couple of years ago, and
came up with the idea of the Can-Am
series 7 years ago. This series really
started people touring much more
than they had before. After the first
year of the series, Phil asked me if I



wanted to run the series the next year.
This way. we could keep it going, have
difierent people run it to get different
ideas, and get different disc golf areas
involved. My main contribution was
to change the point system so a small
tournament was just as important as
a big tournament.

Toronto Island is a very scenic
disc golf course. You
have to take a boat
over to play since
cars are not allowed.
In 1987, Toronto
Island hosted the
PDGA World Disc
Golf Championships.
The Skydome, C.N.
Tower, and
downtown Toronto
were all in full view

,

from almost all the
courses. Mike
Sullivan turned in
the best performance
by a Canadian Open
men‘s player to date
at a World
Championships. At
the end of
regulation. he had
tied for first with
Gregg Hosfeld. -‘
Gregg went on to

‘

win after a few
playoff holes. Mike
put Canada on the
disc golf map and

_

made disc golfers '

everywhere aware to
watch out for the
great white north.

We can hardly
talk about Toronto

Dld

without mentioning Elaine King, who
currently lives in Etobicoke. Elaine
has won back to back Women’s PDGA
World Championships in ‘91 and ‘92.
In 1991 Elaine won every tournament
she entered. 1992 was a little more
difficult with a new job and a move
back to Canada from Detroit.
Competition was getting harder, but

when it came down to it, she pulled off
her second World Championships.
Good work, Elaine. Bring three in a
row to Canada in ‘93.

Oh, yeah...how about them Blue Jays,
eh? 3

. -“.3 _,_.;q - -

Hole #9 I532’) at V.
.

Bob Harris is 37 years old and
resides in St. Thomas. He is TD and
course pro at V.A. Barrie Park. He
works for his family’s catering
business.

. ee IS 100' above po e o e. Big trouble on both 5! e.s- I row it s or! and it's solid woods.
The basket will be moved back soon so that it will be the world's longest ace if it ever happens. photo by CliffMaxwell

the PROS prefer?
The WHIPPETis a super fastracerthat

can beatany disc down any fairway.
It's smallandeasy togrid

and/'t can ’t wait to leave thestartinggate.

The VIPER is the
fastest, most reliable
long driver in any
wind condition.

TheSCORP/ONis bigandfastandgoes a long,long way.
A super driver. . .

The NEWleaderon‘thetee & in more World
Champion’s hags thanany otherdisc.

you ever wonder what

Still The Champion's Choical
I|\lI\|llIlA-cl-IAMPllll\lnuscs, me. 1135 Monticello ct.

Ontario, CA 91 751 (714194?-7885
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Tom Lander expresses his view on

the controversial issue of smoking:
“Smoking pollutes the air I breathe
and the ground I walk on. Worst of
all, it gives me sinusitis. I feel sick
after a round of golf with smoke
drifting around the course. I play disc
golf to be out in the fresh air.
Smokinghas no place in sports, and in
particular, PDGA events. Is disc golf
going to become a legitimate sport in
the future, or just another recreational
activity for the overindulging? Our
sport continues to attract partiers and
counter-culture youth. Would large
numbers of players stop going to
tournaments or quit completely if
there were enforced ‘no smoking’ rules
at PDGA events? At this stage of our

development, I feel this would be OK.”
Smokers, how do you feel about this
issue? Let’s take an informal poll and
see how smokers and non-smokers
feel. Let us know!

Do you want millions of people to
find out about disc golf? Tom Monroe
has a grassroots idea based on talk
radio and T.V. call-in shows. All you
do is call in and explain disc golf or
somehow weave it into your story or

comment/question. Be creative. Here
is somethingyou could say during a
show called “Auto Answers.”
Announcer: Hello, you are on the air.
Caller: “I was at the disc golf course
here in (hometown) and after playing
18 holes my car wouldn't start. Since
no one was around I went back and
played the front nine again. Then,
when I turned the key I heard a

clicking sound. I’m going to a big disc
golf tournament next weekend and
really need my car. Can you help
me?” This idea is easy and fun, and if
you just get on one show, millions of
people will hear about disc golf for the
first time. That’s how things get
started. For The People is anotherbig
radio show that airs 2-5 EST. The
phone number for For The People and
Auto Answers is 1-800-TALKYES.

Orlando, Florida has a brand new
course! Festival Park is ready to play
and the pole holes await your
presence! It is located downtown off
Maguire, Livingston, and Robinson
streets. For more information, call
Bob Lewis at (407)295-8713. Bob can
also answer questions about joining
the Florida Disc Golf Association.

Oops! In the last issue of Disc Golf
Journal, we mentioned Sharon
Jenkins was the first Women’s
Masters winner at the PDGA Worlds
in Detroit. That honor goes to Patti
Kunkle who won the first Women's
Masters title in 1987 at the PDGA
Worlds in Toronto.

Some news from the international
scene: Dan Roddick, Chairman of the
World Flying Disc Federation rules
committee, reports the disc golf
committee of WFDF has completed
work on both technical standards for
golf discs and competitive standards
related to course types. If approved by
the WFDF rules committee and board,
this material will be added to the

Supplying all your
disc golf supplies
and accessories:

*Discraft, Innova, Lightning,Wham-O golf discs
*Custom stamped discs
*Wal1 City golf bags
*Sport of the 90's T-shirts
*Tie-DyeT-shirts
*Assorted design T-shirts

_

*Sweatshirts
*Know Wear golf pants and shorts
*Assorted design hats
*Assorted design towels
*Minis
*Stickers
*Buttons

To get prices or placean order write or call:

See ya’ on
the course

or call
Dan Bayless

11]
Cincinnati,Ohio
(513)242-9030

Dan Bayless#5630
6009 Vine St. #2

Cincinnati,OH 45216
(513)242-9030

WFDF rules for 1993. The technical
standards include techniques for
measuring rim configuration and
amount of disc flexibility. The
proposed WFDF standards accept all
disc weight standards and rim
configurations now approved by the
PDGA, but require an increase in
some discs’ flexibilityby 1994. The
competitive standards propose a 3-
tiered set of disc standards for shorter
or crowded courses. The WFDF
standards will also be submitted to
the PDGA technical standards
committee for their consideration.
Look for an article on this subject in
the next issue of Disc GolfJournal

.

The lawsuit between Lightning
Discs and Innova-Champion Discs has
finally come to a conclusion.
Lightning had sued lnnova for
wrongfully interfering in Lightning's
business and for anti-trust violations.
Lightning also sought to have Innova’s
patent declared invalid. lnnova
counterclaimed, asking the court to
rule on the validity of their patent.
While Innova announced “the
successful conclusion of [the]
litigation” and claimed the settlement
“compensated lnnova for the
infringement of the Dunipace patent
by Lightning Discs,” denying that
Steve Howle's claims had any merit,
Lightning Discs stated Innova had
“dodged...a potential judgement that
could have put [lnnova] out of
business.”
“If Dunipace ever again tries to
enforce this ‘paper tiger’ on Lightning

Discs or its customers,” stated Howle,
“we will resume this litigation...we
will go to court and have it out.”
“lnnova [has] made a commitment to
enforce its patent rights and obtain
the benefits patent laws provide to
innovative entrepreneurs,” remarked
Dunipace. “It will continue to do so.”

The 1993 PDGA Course Directory
is now available. According to Disc
Golfer, the directory is 140 pages with
listings for 408 U.S. and foreign
courses. In Disc Golfer ,

there is no
mention of cost or where to send your
check to. You have to call
headquarters to find out! We'll save

you the expense of the phone call. If
you are a PDGA dues paid member,
send $7.50 to PDGA. PO Box 240363,
Memphis, TN. 38124-0363. If you are
a non-member,the cost is $10.00.

Your EAST COAST CONNECTION
for the Finest Flying Discs &
Accessories AvailableToday!

PROUD SPONSORS OF...
Duck Golf, Fairfax Station, VA
Calvert 99, College Park, MD

Eastern Open FrisbeeChampionships, Fairfax Station, VA

JAMS CARRIES THE
-0Ziimiili-cHAMPIoN

o DYNAMIC D|SCS
D|SCRAFT.0 DISC GOLF ASSOCIATWN

o AEROB|E
o SIPA-SIPA

7601 CLIFTON ROAD
FAIRFAX STATION,VA 22039



DISC GOLF LITE”
You can't drink it...it doesn't cause snow storms!

lt catches lite plastic and it's only 30 lbs!
It has a hole numberplate (optional),a "silencer" muffler for apartment dwellers (optional),

and it even has an anchor for permanent installation (optional).
It also comes with a wooden base and just like its Mach lll brother, it all screws together!

contactwith the pipe is reduced and it catches better than the original!
And even better still, it all fits in a box measuring 26'' x 26" x 8".

Try this for a price:
Basic Disc Pole Ho|e® Lite” $153.00
Wooden Base 23.00
Hole Number Plate 13.00
Muffler 3.00
Anchor 5.00

Total: $197.00 + Freight...Even the cost is lite!

However.. .

the special one time, limited,
introductory price of this lite device is

$168.00 + freight
complete with all of the accessories.

Disc Pole Hole Lite” shown with base, numberplate, and "silencer" muffler.

For our next act, by popular demand, a retro fit hole numberplate for your Mach II and Mach Ill
portables for the ri-disc-ulous low price of $18.00 + freight as well as a set of large red numbers

(1 through 18) for only $5.00.

This offer ends at midnight January 31, 1993. Cheaters will be fined 6 throws!
Start the new year with a hole-in-1!!!

DISC GOLF ASSOCIATION
104 Bronson Street 0 Santa Cruz, CA 95062

5 This Mach I Disc Pole Ho|e® Lite” will teach you somethingabout putting. With its small 3/4" pipe system,

Phone Number: (408) 454-0125



C A L E N D A R
Jan 23

Jan 30-31

Feb 6-7

Feb 6-7

Feb 13

Feb 13-14

Feb 19-20

Feb 19-20

Feb 20-21

Feb 23-24
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Pro Divisions

January '

Nevada State Championships
Sunset Park; Las Vegas. NV
-Iell" Kennedy (702)362-2668

Berkeley Best Pairs Bash
Aquatic Park; Berkeley. CA
Rett Smart (510) 843-5423

February
TumblewoodOpen
Santa Cruz River Park;Tucson, AZ
Jefl" Hamburg (602)327-4939

Circular Skies Over Victoria
Riverside Park;Victoria, TX
John Houck (512)459-3322

11thAnnual Snowball
NE Lions Park,Norman, OK
Kent Johnson (405) 364-4156

Wintertime Open
Oak Grove/VeteransParks;Pasadena/Sylmar.CA
MarkHorn (818) 798-8729

1993 Pro/Am TripleCrown (Pro Leg 1)
CliffStevens Park; Clearwater, FL
C.R. Willey(813) 392-3940

1993 Pro/Am TripleCrown (Am Leg 1)
Rockledge Disc GolfCourse, Rockledge. FL
Ed Aviles(516) 561-9183

Caldecott Open
Aquatic/MoragaCommons Parks;
Berkeley/Moraga.CA
Mike Cozzens (510) 339-6929

1993 Pro/Am TripleCrown (Pro Leg 2)
Wickham Park;Melbourne, FL
Dave Porter (407) 254-6685 
 

 

March 20-2 1
$52 per person

This year - two 18-hole courses for double the excitement.
Player package includes 4 golf discs. Call or write for information.

AnotherVolcanic event from theWorld Leader
in Innovative Disc Sports Promotions and Sales.

Circular Productions * P.O. Box 792 =(= Austin,TX78767-0792 =)= (512) 459-3322

Feb 25

Feb 26

Feb 26-

Feb 27-

Mar 6

Mar 6-7

Mar 13-14

Mar 13-14

Mar 20-21

Mar 27-28

 

1993 Pro/Am TripleCrown (Am Leg 2)
Wickham Park:Melbourne. FL
Dave Porter (407) 254-6685

1993 Pro/Am Triple (‘rown (Am Leg 3)
University of Central Florida: Orlando, FL
Dave Elliot (407) 884-7877

27 1993 Pro/Am TripleCrown (Pro Leg 3)
Gordon Barnett Park; Orlando, FL
Bob Lewis (407) 295-8713

28 Park Pete Open
Waterloo Park;Austin, TX
John Houck (512)459-3322

March
Ponca City Open
Lake Ponca; Ponca City. OK
Brian Bentz (405) 762-8803

1993 Earlewood Classic
Earlewood Park;Columbia.SC
Hamid Duvall (803) 366-5028

4th Palm Beach Open
PGA National Park; Palm Beach. FL
Mike Newman (407) 747-4697

Dogwood Crosstown Classic (Am)
Kentwood/CedarHillsParks;Raleigh, NC
Carlton Howard (919) 872-7897

Spring Fling-lt ‘93
Veteran's Park;Florence. AL
KyleBoatwright (205) 750-9743

Dogwood Crosstown Classic (Pro)
Kentwood/CedarHillsParks; Raleigh. NC
Carlton Howard (919) 872-7897

Round Rock, Texas

Apr 3-4

Apr 3-4

Apr 4

Apr 10-11

Apr 10-11

Apr 17-18

Apr 17-18

Apr 23-25

Apr 24

Apr 24-25

Ifyou notice some mistakes in our Calendar listing or know of
lournamenls that we did no! list. please call us at (217) 344-3552. Or
write us with the information at: Disc Golf Journal, 180] Richardson

April
(lain:-s\'illeOpen
Northsidu l":irk;GainesvillizFL
Tom Monroe (904) 378-6688

PDGA National Doubles (Am)
Old Settlers‘ Park; Round Rock. TX
John Houck (512) 459-3322

Discs Unlimited Open
FatherPadilloPark: Heringtun. KS
Dennis Vahsholtz (913) 258-2494

Virginia State FlyingDisc Championships
Pratt Park; Fredericksburg,VA
Duke Stableford (703) 371-9609

BowlingGreen Open
Keriakes/Hobson/GriffinPks; Bowling Green, KY
Rick Voakes (502)843-3433

1993 Winthrop Spring Fling
Winthrop University; Rock Hill.SC
Harold Duvall (803) 366-5028

Will Rogers Open
Will Rogers Park;OklahomaCity, OK
Gregg Lynn (405) 942-4549

Santa Cruz Masters Cup
DeLaveaga Park; Santa Cruz, CA
Marty Hapner (408) 423-0522

Otter Creek Open
Otter Creek: Vine Grove, KY
Larry Cave (502)935-0978

Tournamentof Champions
Redan Park;Atlanta, GA
John David (404) 627-8928

Dr. #6. Urbana. IL 6180!. Let's keep everyone well informed!
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Amateurs
April4-5

$32 per person
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Disc Golf Journal
talks to Steve Valencia
Photos by Cliff Towne

HY IS DISTANCE SO
1 IMPORTANT FOR

TODAY’S GOLFER? IT
SEEMS THAT COURSES ARE
GETTING LONGER AND
LONGER.
“Nowadays, courses are getting longer,
and the people who have the bigger
arms have an advantage. They can
throw closer to the basket. People
who can’t throw as far are going to
have a tougher time with longer putts
and laying up. The person who can
throwlonger will be there for a putt.”
DOES THROWING PURE
DISTANCE HELP ONE’S GOLF
GAME?
“I really don’t like to throw distance
shots. For me, it doesn’t help me any.
When you do these types of throws,
you're more than likely going to get
hurt. When you go out there and start
chucking shots over and over, sooner
or later you’re going to pull a muscle.
I don’t like to do it. Sam [Ferrans]
loves to do it. Sam, Craig [Leyva] and
Scott Stokely dream distance. I told
Sam at a recent tournament that
distance doesn’t excite me. I just go
out and throw a regular golf shot.
That's how I look at distance-
throwingregular golf shots.”

HOW FAR DO YOU THINKTHE
AVERAGEPRO CAN THROW?
“That’s a really tough question. I
would say the average pro would
throw somewhere in the range of 80-
100 yards.”
WHAT ABOUT YOU AND THE
OTHER TOP PROS?
“I think 120 yards for the top pros
would be a good average. But I can
definitely throw farther. Sometimes
you have to ‘plug the load.’ A good
pull for me would be about 400 feet on
a golf hole.”

BUT A LOT OF GOLF HOLES ARE
EVEN LONGER THAN THAT.
WHAT LENGTH HOLES DO YOU
AND OTHER POWERFUL
THROWERS HAVE AN
ADVANTAGEON?
“I may have an advantage on holes
between 400-500 feet because I can

get close for a putt. But on holes 500-

. ; .r.-24,5,‘
_

_, ,,.,.._,_,. .-..

600 feet I don’t think the big arms
have a real advantage. The people
who don‘t have big arms will throw
regular drives 300 feet. Then they'll
throw the same shot again another
300 feet. On super long holes, I think
people with mid range distance do
better than bigger arms.”

WHAT ARE THE KEY
COMPONENTS TO A LONG AIR
SHOT?
“The most important thing I try to do
is bring my arm all the way back
behind my body like I was getting
ready to snap a towel. I also try to
turn over the disc so I get even more
distance. I use the power grip which
most people are familiar with,
gripping the disc in a fist with all
fingers except your thumb under the
rim. I hold it a little different than
most people and rest my thumb
toward the center ratherthan over the
edge. I can hold the disc better this
way, and have more control and
rotation with less flutter in the disc’s
flight.”

Steve feels his modified power grip (thumbtowards
center) gives him more control and puts more

rotation on the disc.

 
WHAT ABOUT THE TURN-
AROUND SHOT FOR DISTANCE?
“With a turn-around or ‘360’ shot, you
put more rotation on your upper body.
You’re generating more arm speed,
and your arm is going around full
circle like a hammer or discus throw.
I lose control with this shot because I
don’t look where I am throwing. You
kind of get lost. I like to stand there,
look at the hole and do a run up. I
face the hole as I release the disc. If I
throw a turn-around, my head is lost
and spinning.”

Full arm extension behindthe ody lb crucia to istance.
Stretch your arm back. then uncoil it like you were snapping a towel.

Lao --73.-.-4-,». I 5::..._»; r
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Head position is very important before and afler release to maintain accuracy.
Steve looks straight at thepin and lines up thedisc before his run~up.

YOU MENTIONED A RUN-UP.
TALKA BIT ABOUTTHAT.
“The step up or run up gives a player
more forward acceleration before
release. When I first started, I didn’t
use a step up because I rolled every
hole. As I got older and more
experienced, I thought I should learn
how to throwand get rid of the rollers.
So I started throwing air shots and
began to learn a run up from Sam,
John Ahart and Randy [Amann]. Leg
movement is the biggest thing in run

up. If you’re left handed, you should
always have your left foot in front of
you when you start and when you
release the disc. If you're right
handed you should always have your
right foot in front of you. Also, always
aim this foot toward the hole.”

A LOT OF PEOPLE THINKTHEY
HAVETO SACRIFICE ACCURACY
TO MAKE LONG DISTANCE
SHOTS. HOW DO YOU WORK ON
THIS?
“When you bring your arm and the
disc behind you, your head needs to
turn back with it. As you’re coming
through, your head should follow your
arm. As soon as you are about to
release the disc, your head should be
facing the target. Your arm should
follow through to your side or behind
your back, but your head needs to stay
centered on the target.”
WHAT DETERMINESIF YOU ARE
GOING TO THROWA ROLLER?
“I thinka lot of it is the wind. I throw
rollers into direct headwinds,
especially on long holes. The disc will
fight much better on the ground. In
the air with a headwind, a disc loses
distance quickly. To be honest, my
mood also comes into play. IfI feel
like rolling, I’ll roll, and if I want to
air it, I’ll do that. Rollers have certain
advantages in low ceiling situations.
Real long holes like 500 feet, I would
probably roll. But it would depend on
what type of shot it would be.”

“Rollers really don’t give an
advantage.to the average player.
They would have a tougher time
learning how to throw this shot. I
would advise most players not to roll.
It gets you into trouble very easily.
Rollers have to be laid down perfectly;
if you put too much hyzer on it, it’s
going to bite. If you want to learn how
to throw farther, don’t throw a roller.
You’re only going to throw farther by
airing your drive.”

ANY FINAL THOUGHTS ON
ADDING DISTANCE TO THE TEE
SHOT?
“Here in California, just about
everybody will take the highest,
widest, and longest route to a hole. If
it’s 200 feet, we'll throw 400 feet just
to get it there. We throw as high as
we can and as wide as we can, and
then have the disc come straight in at
the basket. Even if the basket is
straight ahead, if you throw right at
it, you have to lay it down perfect. If
you miss with ace run shots, you're
long. Hyzer shots are thrown wide
and usually come right down by the
basket. Sure, sometimes you’ll be long
or short—the point is if you want to
start throwing farther, you have to
take the widest and longest route
possible. This is how I learned.”

“Ifyou play a wooded course that's
short, you’re never going to learn how
to throw long. But these type of
courses make you more accurate and a

good putter. It’s like a fish in an
aquarium. The bigger the fish, the
bigger the aquarium is going to get.
The shorter your course, the less
distance you are going to throw. Your
arm muscles will build to that
distance. If you play a longer course.
you learn ‘how to throw 330 foot holes.
If you have trees in the way, then
you’ll have to throw 400 feet just to
get 330 feet.”

“In conclusion, I want to say I had
a lot of fun on the tour, and would
recommend the experience to anyone
who has the chance. You get to play
many different courses, and meet
many great people. I wish everybody
on the tour the best of luck next year,
and I’ll see you in Huntsville. And to
Dan—thanksa lot.” C]

20-year old Steve Valencia resides in
Riverside, CA and has been playing a
lot of ball golf. Like 4 times a week.’
Steve will not be touring nationallyfor
a while, but will be playing
tournaments in Las Vegas, California,
and Arizona. He is interested in
becominga chiropractor.

1.’)

 



DISCOVERINGDAN MANGONE
Story by cuss ‘rowne

0 anyone who’s ever been stuck in the hinterlands
of America (or anywhere else in the world) with
nary a decent piece ofplastic to be had for love or

money, the name Dan Mangone is right up there with God.
Mangone, he from whom all plastic blessings flow, has
owned and operated the mail order disc supply house,
Discovering The World, since 1985. What started as
selling discs out of the trunk of his car has grown into the
most diversified disc licensing, production, and marketing
operation in the world.

Who is Dan Mangone? According to Stork, he’s “a
fellow unknown,”someone who stands outside thecircles of
disc sport politics, yet who has played an influentialrole in
development of disc sports. Primarilyknown as promoter
of the U.S. Open tournament at La Mirada, Dan is a
businessman with an eye on the bottom line, but also an
idealist who remembersthe roots of the sport.

Locked inside the man’s noggin is a virtual history of
flyingdisc recreation in America. Who could we count on
to have a good time disguising shameless promotion as
hard news? The answer was obvious: Mr. Most Fun Wins
himself} Cliff Towne. Dispatched to the wilds of Orange
County with a tattered notebook and a cheap tape recorder,
Cliff did not fail. What follows is an edited version of
Cliff’s conversation withDan.

TOWNE: You started out selling
plastic out of the back of the trailer at
La Mirada?
MANGONE: First we sold out of the
trunk of my car, then the trailer, and
then seven years ago we got the
contract for the pro shop, bought
Discovering the World from Ron
Kaufmanand moved it down here.
TOWNE: Did you start the U.S. Open
or get in on it later?
MANGONE: No. The big overall
tournament for many years was in the
Rose Bowl and I was on staff. Then
Hasbro wanted to buy Wham-O. The
World Frisbee Championships were
held at Rutgers that year (1982) to
accommodate Hasbro. The finals had
the largest disc golf gallery I have ever
seen. Tom Boda designed the course in
this small park. What we did is, and
this is with five thousand people in the
gallery, the players played the first
hole and when they went on to the
second, we pulled the first hole and put
it on the end of three to create the
fourth hole! This goes on for nine
holes, the crowd doesn’t know we are
doing this, they are watching the hole
they are on. It was amazing that we
pulled thatoff.

The next year Dan (Roddick) had
the idea of bringing the tournament to
La Mirada because we had a strong
relationship with the shop there, and
the county and the city were really
warm to the potential of what was
going on. Funding was limited, but
that first year we had Mazda as a
sponsor, and gave away a truck. You
went to the dealer and picked up a disc
which you had to throw in the bed of
the truck to get in the drawing. The
twenty people who won the drawing
tossed their discs in the truck which
was moved farther and farther away.
It was wild! Artie Chavez was in there
at the end and got the truck.

Then we went on with various
sponsors, Budweiser for quite a few
years. The U.S. Open was a great
event. Roddick and his crew are
exceptional, and the‘staff brought in
wait, great. People really don’t
understand what it takes to put on a
big seven—part event like that, I think
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there are only a few promoters who can
do well with that type of event. It
really takes a lot of effort. It’s
rewarding when you look back and it’s
over with. but it really rules your life
for a while.
TOWNE: What was the premier golf
disc when you started playing?
MANGONE: The 141, 119, and 165.
The 141 and 119 came in teal. yellow
and brown. and they were hot. Then I
got a phone call from Ken Headrick.
They had a technological advance.

Glow-in-the-dark material added
weight to the discs. They asked me to
sell their discs at La Mirada. So I
started selling discs out of my car, and
we got a club going and an Ultimate
team. The players couldn’t get enough
of golf, then they’d do Ultimate for
conditioning,and then more golf. Then
we got the contract with the county
and the trailer,which was stolen once.
TOWNE: You had all the stock in
there?
MANGONE: Everything. I had a
meeting at Wham-O, so I towed it up to
La Mirada, drove to Wham-O, June
goes to open it up...
TOWNE: It’s gone.
MANGONE: She calls me at Wham-O,
“Where’s the trailer?” I say, “What do
you mean where’s the trailer?” The
whole thing was gone and then about
ten days later Ron Vingerelli found it
sitting on a side street. They had
broken in the top, taken everythingout
and the rain had just destroyed
everything. We found out who we
thoughtdid it. We get the trailerback,
open for business and the guy followed
me home. I cut him off, had a club in
the back of the truck and was so wound
up I just went after him. Boom, over

the curb and through the bushes, he
drove off. He had been disguising
himself as a disc player. We tracked
him for about two months, found him
and theyarrested him.

He was selling discs all over the
place, and he had a gun, and warrants
out for his arrest in about five states.
He was a felon on parole, driving a
stolen truck...
TOWNE: And pushing purloined
plastic. Great story. So ups and
downs...
MANGONE: That was a down.
TOWNE: Obviouslyit was also a down
to deal with the lawsuit.
MANGONE: It was a down being in
the middle of the problems between
Innova and Lightning. Another
downer was the way the county chose
to deal with us after ten years of
working with them. (Note: Discovering
The World’s contract for the store at La
Mirada was not renewed by the county
last year.)

But I believe the various
disciplines of this sport have great
potential for personal enhancement in
all aspects, both emotional and
physical. I really thinkthis sport has
great potential for sponsorship.
TOWNE: What's going on, Dan? I
mean, windsurfing's big, beach
volleyball’s big; why not disc? Despite
the growth in disc golf and Ultimate,
which has been good, I still have a
sense of the sport as not going where I
figured it was in 1978. What do you
think?
MANGONE: I don’t know. I want to
say'there’s a little bit of infighting
among organizations. I think the
PDGA has done a lot of great work, but
I think they could be a lot further
along. And some of it could be
promotion. The promoter is not really
in tune with what it would take to put
on a beach volleyball tournament, to
get thatkind of exposure. . .

I thinkanother way thatwould get
us going would be school involvement.
Wham-O's really into encouraging
that. The associations are not doing a

great deal with that. What we‘ve tried
to do on a local level is get a perpetual
trophy and get rivalries going. “You

golfwithit.
MANGONE: It was a different
atmosphere then, when discs were high
profile.
TOWNE: The amateur division has
gotten more people playing and a lot of
credit for disc golf's growth lies at
Headrick’s door for the number of
courses he has installed. But we know
the sport’s bottom line reason for
growthis thatit is addictive. You want
to play more and more and...
MANGONE: I think that man is
always interested in flight. And discs
fly. That’s why this has so much
potential. Another thing I think is
interesting, it may be just a personal
preference, but for some reason we get
a non-mainstream individual.
TOWNE: Yeah. Here’s the positive
side. We like non-mainstream types,
they’re interesting, they’re fun to talk
with, fun to play with. But maybe the
sport has not had the growth factor
we’ve expected because we don’t fit the
mold cleanly enough for people to be
interested in sponsoring us.
MANGONE: I don’t know if you can
tie the growth of the sport to the non-
mainstream people we get. There’s no
evidence of that.
TOWNE: The sport has done much for
me, on a personal level. So I feel a bit
unfair criticizing it for not having
achievedmore growth...
MANGONE: I think it is frustrating,
in that you see the potential of it and
say, “Wow, wouldn’t it be nice if that
happened?” I guess we should be a
little more patient. What I would like
to see is, when I went to the Rose Bowl
in 1978 and the Velasquez brothers
stepped on the field and did their
thing. there was an electricity in the
crowd that was indescribable. I really
think we could achieve that electricity
with the right show in the right
stadium and the right people putting it
on. And that's what would motivate
me to try a project like that. The sport.
has huge potential, it’s how and where
should the resources and efforts be
brought to bear. IS it Ultimate.’ Is it
disc golf? Is it a U.S. Open type final
day in a small stadium with such a hot
show that sponsors are lining up to

6‘ There’s no reason why there shouldn’t be a big
sponsored event annually on each major course. If that I

happened throughoutthe country, a guy could go play
for ten thousanddollars every weekend.9’

send your five guys and you send your
five guys, and the school that wins
takes this trophy home.” But we
couldn’t get thingsactive on it.
TOWNE: Disc golf is tough to promote
on school campuses with the type of
discs we are throwingnow. Campuses
make great natural ‘object courses, but
with so much foot traffic...
MANGONE: That’s an interesting
topic because if we were not using the
discs we are using now maybe there
would be more growth. It’s difficult.
TOWNE: That’s a possibility. The 119
type of disc, even in its heavier version,
is more appropriate in a more
populated setting like a campus or a
crowded park.
MANGONE: That’s what I mean. LA
is a good example. Do you know a park
in the Los Angeles basin that you
would feel good about putting in a
championship level course? I think
that the technology, the low profile
discs have taken somethingaway from
the atmosphere of disc golf.
TOWNE: Right, you would play throw
and catch with your friends before the
round, maybe freestyle a bit. In 1977
we played with an 80 mold 165. We
freestyled, played Ultimate and disc

support it?
TOWNE: Is it a question of not which
event to push, but the methods of
promoting them? Should we focus on
video material that goes onto TV and
impact public consciousness that way.
or focus on grassroots: getting discs
into the hands of people, showing disc
sports to school kids?
MANGONE: First off, there need to be
good programs going on at the major
courses. There’s no reason why there
shouldn’t be a big sponsored event
annually on each major course. If that
happened throughout the country, a
guy could go play for ten thousand
dollars every weekend. But that’s not
happening. I mean a big purse, like
the La Mirada Open last year put out
ten thousand dollars and the Oak
Grove Wintertime Open put out ten
thousandas well.
TOWNE: I’ve heard of the PDGA
possibly searching for a national
sponsor.
MANGONE: IfI were a national
sponsor I don’t know if I’d be
interested. The PDGA has maybe
seven thousandmembers.
TOWNE: To get involved as a national
sponsor I’d have to figure thatthe sport



would get good exposure, wider of
course than the membershipranks.
MANGONE: Right. That would be an
absolute must. And with the way the
PDGA has been working it seems if
anybody does anything, someone
criticizes him. Disc golf can be
interesting and exciting, right now we
just have to decide how we want to
package it and I don’t know if anybody
has the answer. Duane Utech is
probably the biggest mover and shaker
in the sport and he's kind of dialing
back a little now. We have to have
people.on the courses. We have to
draw in tens of thousands of them.
You know the World's Biggest, what
did you have? Fifteen thousand?
That’s a lot of people, but that isn’t big
numbers to any national sponsor.
TOWNE: Look at ball golf, slow paced
and not the most visually exciting
sport, but you can’t turn on a TV on the
weekend without finding thaton.
MANGONE: Two things about ball
golf. One is, I never appreciated it until
I played disc golf. The other is a
cameraman who did the U.S. Open ball
golf championships did some filming
for us, and he seriously believed that
disc golf was much more visual than
ball golf.
TOWNE: That would be exciting to
see, maybe nine holes covered, with
major competitors. in a serious, high
production fashion. of disc golf. Two or
three cameras. with commentary of
course...
TOWNE: There’s also a possibilityof
charity being an avenue of growth for
our sport.
MANGONE: I agree. but what
happens when out ofa fifty dollar entry
fee, twenty five goes to the charity and
twenty five goes to the purse? Will the
players accept that?
TOWNE: No, the way I see it running,

Dan, would be that we go to a
corporation, asking them to come up
with a certain amount to go directly to
the charity. Their name goes on the
event with intensive media coverage,
etc. We also ask them to come up with
add-to-purse prizes for the competitors.
It’s attractive to the players, who are

going for prizes plus
the entry fee purse,
and it’s attractive to
the sponsor because
they get their name
on it and their money
is going to charity.
MANGONE: Maybe
the way to approach
it would be
something
“You’re going to give
ten thousand to this '

charity anyway.
What we would like
to do is, for that ten
thousand dollars, put
your name associated
with thisevent.”
TOWNE: You get
additional exposure,
the charity benefits,
disc golf benefits.
Frankly. riding our
hopes for the game's
future in on our hope
for mankind’s future.
MANGONE: Yeah.
TOWNE: Now that
I‘ve heard the
windup...Finall_v.
Dan. why should’
people do business
with you‘?
M A N G O N E
Discovering The

:World provides disc
people with the
supplies they need to

AT LAST, THE LITTLE Guvs
HAVE LANDED.

LDPE

Introducing the newest ultra long distance fiyer
to the mini disc market manufactured with recycled
plastic.

Excellent for club or business
promotions

awiole variety of colors are available
+~All dimensions are acceptable under
PDGA mini markerguidelines

*Call or write for details:

Little I-‘lyers
c/0 Craig Myers
1911 Monroe St.
lnolianapolis, IN 46229
(517)894-5645

‘Scott Hommema #4437

Dan Mangnne (far left) with his w

enjoy the sport in every aspect. If you
play DDC, we have DDC courts. If you
are a golf player, we have a large
selection of golf discs. We take orders
by fax, by phone, by mail. A person
can fax me an order with his credit
card number and it can go out that
day. We're fast, we’re open seven days

a week, there’s always a friendly voice
on the other end of the phone, and
we’re growing so it’s obvious that
people enjoy doing business with us. II

CliffTowne resides in Los Angeles, CA
and is a regular contributor to Disc
GolfJournal.
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WHAT MAKES A DISC GOLF HOLE DIFFICULT?
Story by John Burt
Photos by Rich Hughes

ver the last four years, I spent
a great deal of time both
playing disc golf and attending

Statistics classes. I’m pursuing my
Doctorate in Clinical Psychology, and
in a grand attempt to procrastinate on
my studies, I decided to do a
statistical study of disc golf hole
difficulty. I was wondering just what
factors make some holes more difficult
than others, and it occurred to me
thatthere is a way of findingout.

It seemed there are different
measurable factors that may
contribute to a hole’s difficulty: the
distance or length of the hole, the
width of the driving gate (how small
an angle a good drive must go
through), the angle and direction of
any dogleg, the numberof obstacles or
trees on the hole, the degree of
elevation change, and the presence or
absence of out-of-bounds, water
hazards, and mandatories.

With all this in mind, I set out to
survey two courses near my home in
Delaware. I made a crude goniometer,
an angle measuring device, out of
rulers, a protractor, bolts, and a music
stand. One of the courses,
Brandywine. is a very long and very
open course with a great deal of
elevation change. The other. Lums
Pond, is long, flat, and dense with
trees. Pros at Brandywine average
57, and average 58 at Lums. I
collected data on the regular 18 holes
at each course as well as 7 alternate
holes at Brandywine.

While I was carting around my
homemade goniometer, many people
wondered what I was doing, and no
doubt they thought I was some nerdy
fringe sport fanatic. Although I admit
there is some of that personality trait
in me, I assure you it is not my
predominant persona.
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wide open shot) to 1 degree (a terribly
tight shot). Third, the angle of any
dogleg was measured at the point in
the fairway where both the tee and
the entire pole hole are visible. These
angles ranged from 0 degrees
(completely straight shots) to 103
degrees Iextreme doglegs).

Fourth, I noted whether the hole
was straight, doglegged left or right or
was an “S" shot. For the fifthfactor, I
counted how many trees or other
obstacles were within 20 paces of the
entire length of the fairway and
basket and called this the density.
The densities ranged from 0
(absolutely no obstacles) to a hole with
324 trees. I rated the elevation
change, the sixth factor, using a 7-
point scale, with 1 steeply down, 4
flat, and 7 steeply up. Holes were
judged with every degree of elevation.
For the seventh, eighth, and ninth

"ck am: .-» -J 3'

What's the #1 factorin disc golfhole difiiculty? Distance.’

for and adjusted to by entering scores
from many different tournaments and
using scores from all divisions.

A total of 11,066 hole scores from
6 different tournaments with 7
different divisions were entered for
the 43 holes. An average score for
each hole was computed. This
average score was used as the
measure of the hole difficulty. In the
future, perhaps these average scores
could be used to determine more
realistic pars, with the rounded
average pro score used to determine
par. These could be used to establish
course ratings and a system similar to
the slope system used in ball golf to
compare performances by players on
different courses. We could even use
these in establishing a handicap
system. I hope this can happen in the
future, but let’s get back to the project
at hand.

This is Bmndywine's "Beast" (hole #5), 669' withan average of5.3 shots to complete.

The first factor, distance, was
copied off tee signs and paced off. The
holes ranged from 183 feet to 669 feet
in length. For the second factor, the
angle of the driving gate, I used my
gon' meter to measure the angle an
opti al drive of 150 feet or more
should pass through. These angles
ranged from 180 degrees (a completely
18

factors, I simply noted if there was
OB, water, or mandos, and, of course,
there were holes with and without
these hazards.

The factors I’ve described are the
stable unchanging aspects of a hole.
Variable or changing factors, such as
the weather conditions, season, and
the abilityof players were accounted

In order to determine which
factors contributed to hole difficulty, a
statistical method known as multiple
regression was used. This procedure
determines which factors most
contribute to variation in hole
average, telling us what about
different holes determines how hard
theyare to play.

FactorsContributing
To Disc GolfHole Difficulty

Rank 0 Factor ° Peruantage Contribution

1
......

..Distance
....................

H59‘/z
2

...... ..Density......................
tI35(r\/I

3
......

..Elevation Change .....
..5'/z

4
...... ..Driving Gate Angle ....0.9‘7r

5
......

..Water Hazard
...........

..0.1’/}

The results confirm what you
might have guessed. The number one
contributor to hole difficulty is
distance. 59972 of what makes a hole
difficult can be attributed to the
length of the hole. The second
contributing factor is the density of
the hole. 35% of what makes for hole
difficulty is attributed to the number
of obstacles on or near the fairway.
Third, 5'7: of difficulty is explained by
elevation change. Additionally. two
other factors had small, but
statistically significant contributions.
The angle of the driving gate
contributed 9/10ths of 1'7? of the
difficulty and the presence of a water
hazard contributed 1'10 of 19.

We now know what we probably
suspected all along. Longer holes, as
well as tighter holes, take more shots.
Also obvious, but now confirmed. is
that uphill holes. holes with narrow
fairways. and holes with water are
harder as well.

To illustrate. here are some
diagrams and photos of some holes in
the study. ' First. to illustrate the
importance of length. I'd like to
compare “The Beast” {#5) at
Brandywine with #14 at Lums. These
two holes have similar densities. but
very different lengths. The Beast is
669 feet long with 39 trees in play
while #14 at Lums is 206 feet with 46
trees. The Beast averages 5.3 shots to
complete while #14 averages 2.9 shots.
This discrepancy in hole averages is
explained by the differences in the
holes’ distances.

Secondly, to illustrate the
importance of density, I’ll compare
“The Pinball Machine” (#11) at Lums,
with #3 at Brandywine. These two
holes have similar lengths, but very
different densities. The Pinball
Machine has 251 trees, is 303 feet in
length and averages 3.9 strokes, while
#3 has only 4 obstacles, is 274 feet in
length and averages 3.0 strokes. The
difference in the average number of
strokes needed to complete the hole
can be explained by difference in hole
densities.

A second computation was
performed to see which factors
contribute to variabilityin scores on
theholes. The variabilityis how much

 



' s't:iYl’da’rddeviation for each hole.

scores differ on average from the
average score for each hole. For some
holes, player’s scores closely cluster
around the average score and for other
holes, player’s scores vary widely. For
this measure, I used what is called the

As
shown in the table, three factors
significantly contribute to variability
of the holes. Density contributed 34%,
distance contributed 32%, and the
presence of a mandatory contributed
19'}. The remainder went
unaccounted for. In other words, the
density of a hole has more to do with
how widely varied player’s scores are
than how long the hole is. although
both contribute significantly.

FactorsContributing
To Disc GolfHole Variability

Rank ° Factor ° Percentage Contribution

1
........Density ...............

..34‘7r
   3

...... ..Mandatory.......
19%

I hope this information is of
interest to course designers. The goal
in laying out a new course should be to
create a course where players will be
competitive, not just challenged. A
good course will separate players of
different abilities,and not just be hard
for everyone. Using the findings from
this study, course designers can create
courses that will separate the great
players from the good ones. The
findings show the first concern in
course design should be to widely vary
the length of the holes. Secondly,
concern should be given to variety in
the densities of the holes. Third, a
competitive course should incorporate
some elevation change. The angle of
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x the driving gates should be varied,
and water hazards should be
considered.

Keep in mind mandatories only
affect variability and not the
difficulty. Note that the angle and
direction of dog-legs and the presence
or absence of out-of-bounds does not
contribute to either difficulty or

variability. OB, sharp doglegs, and

 
  
 
 
  
   
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
 
   

    
    
 
    
  
    
   
  
  
 

you.

Amy Berard
Wham-O Sports Promotion
P.O. Box 4
San Gabriel, CA 91778-0004
(818)287-9681

World's Biggest Meet?
It's been around for twenty-fouryears.

left and right shots can_make a course
more interesting and varied, but
according to this study, they won’t
make it more competitive.

I am sure as we develop as a more
organized sport, there will be more
statistics kept and more helpful ways
to apply them. It is my hope this
study has helped to encourage that
eventuality. El

(Lums Pond) Tournament.

Sure, John Houck engineered theworld's largest golf meet but theannual World Jr. FrisbeeoDisc Championships is huge in comparison.
Try 2,000 local contests and over 700,000 players! Actually,the biggest thingabout the meet is thesizeof theopportunity for introducing
new young players to disc sports. The key to maximizingthatopportunity is you. That's right, you can really make it happen for kids in
your area. By calling or writing to Amy Berard, director of thecontest at Wham-O Sports Promotionyou can arrange for a free Jr. Frisbeeo
disc contest kit to go to your neighborhood elementary or middle school. How about where you went to school? Don'tyou owe them
something?Of course thereal fun is getting involved yourself. Wouldn't it benice to know you helped a kid get to theWorld
Championships? lt's definitely a memorableexperience for themas well. And it's really not thatdifficult.

There are several good ways thatplayers and clubs get involved with the Jr. Contest:
1. Contact a local event coordinator and arrange to help out with the event and/or do a series of

preparatory clinics. Most event coordinators have no disc experienceso theywould love to hear '

Workwithkids in your club, neighborhood or local school to prepare for thecontest. This can
begreat fun to eithercoach an individual youngster or even get a team or youthclub going. It's
amazing how quicklya bitof guidance and inspiration can dramaticallyimprove the level of
play. If you're tight on time, just schedule a couple of training sessions beforethe local and make
sure your kids get there to compete. Fair warning however, coachingcan be addictive!

To find out more about thisfree contest for kids 15 and younger contact:

 
John Burt is completing his

internship in Clinical Psychology at
the West Haven VA Medical Center in
Connecticut. John has recently moved
to Connecticut from Delaware and has
joined the New England Flying Disc
Association. He has won two
tournaments as an Advancedplayer.



 
SBD Dauntless

Manufacturer:Lightning Discs

Weight range: 139g - 184g
Size: 22.2 cm

Colors: bright orange, white, hot
pink, clear

Hotstamps: Black,Blue

teve Howie and Lightning Discs
have another winner on their
hands. The SBD Dauntless is

named after the American dive bomber
used in the battle of Midway during WW
II. In fact, the disc's hotstamp depicts
the airstrike on the Japanese flagship,
Akagi. Steve is a military buff and
produced his first run of this disc on the
50th anniversary of the battle of
Midway. Enough of history. What‘s the
disc like?

Steve created this disc for the player
who wants a long distance driver that is
quick but also overstable. The
Dauntless is very flat, and flat discs in
general achieve their flight distance
through speed, not float, as domed discs
do. The Dauntless was created from one
of Lightning’s fastest discs (the Stealth)
and given more stability. The Dauntless
is similar to Lightning's F-15 Eagle in
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the 178g range but the Dauntless flies
faster. It penetrates farther than an F-
15 before it finally hooks at the end. It
is still not as quick as many other discs
on the market, including Lightning’s
Stealth and Spitfire, mainly because it‘s
a fairly large disc so one cannot generate
as many rotations. The Dauntless is
very overstable so it starts hooking right
out of your hand.

The Dauntless is so overstable that
it would take a very powerful arm to
push this disc a long distance. Steve
originally thought the disc was a bit too
overstable. But after Texas pros Mike
Sayre and Sam Grizzafi had used it,
they told Steve it was perfect. It is still
not as overstable as Lightning's Hornet
which has an unbelievablymassive rim.
The Dauntless is somewhere between
the Hornet and the F-15 Eagle in terms
of stability. Since the Dauntlessis much
more overstable than most discs, it can
be thrown with anhyzer and will
stabilizeat the end. Even in a 10-15
mph head wind, our test throwers
couldn't turn over a 139g Dauntless.

Two primary factors make a disc
overstable, the height of the nose radius
(the disc's rim), and the mass in the rim.
The lower the nose radius, the less
stable a disc is. The higher the nose
radius, the more stable a disc. Steve
basically took the nose radius of the
Stealth and moved it up 1/16 of an inch
in relation to the top of the disc for the
Dauntless. Hold a Stealth and a
Dauntless at eye level and you'll see the
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LIGHTNING'S DAUNTLESS
difference.

The Dauntless is a brand new mold,
not a retooling of the Stealth. Actually.
it resulted from a retooling of
Lightning’s Corsair. Like the Corsair,
the inside grip rings on the Dauntless
are very pronounced, making the disc
easy to hold. We tested the Dauntless
on a rather cool day in November and
noticed the grip rings were harsh on the
tips of our fingers, but mainly because
there was not much feeling in our
fingers to begin with. The testers have
all thrown the Corsair and Stealth (both
with grip rings) in hot weather, and the
rings do make a difference. The grip
rings also help out in wet conditions.

We also tested the Dauntless for
durability. We stood 15 feet from some
trees and threw the disc right into them.
After about 7 direct hits, we then
skipped it off a parking lot a couple
times. The Dauntless is made from the
same base resin as all the other
Lightning discs so it is guaranteed
unbreakable. Those of you that are

familiarwith Lightning products know
that because of this special plastic, all
the discs have a characteristic texture
and feel softer than some of the other
manufacturers’ discs. For example, the
disc is not as rigid as a Scorpion or Rocs
What we found out in our durabilitytest
was interesting: the Dauntless improves
with age. After we severely abused
these brand new discs (sorry, Steve) the
discs stabilizedquicker and flew flatter
and farther. So, if you really like the

FLYING DISC
TOURNAMENT

Februaryl3&14,1993 ‘Q

$10,000 PRIZE MONEY

 
 

Dauntless,do as the pros do. carry a few
of different wear in your bag for
different shots.

The Dauntless is not an all purpose
driver unless your course has a lot of
hard turning holes. It’s more of a

specialty shot disc; a hook shot disc.
When you have a wide open or straight
shot, you would be better off choosing a
disc that should be thrown flat and
carries farther, such as the Spitfire or
Stealth. The Stealth and the Spitfire
are still Lightning’s farthest flyingdiscs.
The Dauntless is more of a medium
range disc for the average player. We
also noticed that the disc is very
accurate and controllable. All of our
medium range throws landed close to
one another.

In the 140-150g range, the
Dauntless has potential for beginners
and weaker arms who want a hook shot
and can't handle the heavy plastic.
Lighter weights also float in water. Big-
arm players who can handle the
Dauntless‘ overstability are going to
want to throw the heavy weights and
the Dauntless is legal up to 184g. But
unless you’re very powerful you probably
won't ever want more than 170 grams
for this disc. It's a handful!

"-"""“'For more information on how to get
your hands on the new Dauntless, see the
ad on the opposite page.

FREE Discs & T-shirt with Entry

0 $50.00 Professional Divisions
0 $10.00 Amateur Divisions
0 Golf will be limited to the first 144 entries

ContributingSponsors
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  AMATEUR CORNER  

GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP AND ETIQUETTE
by Tom Schlueter

A couple years ago, I played in anA amateur tournament. No
surprise to me, I ended up

spectating instead of playing in the top
foursome for the final round. With just
a few holes left, one of the competitors
cussed out someone who was playing
their car stereo at high volume. Within
five minutes, he directed profanity to a
park user for sitting at a park bench in
the middle of a fairway. Obviously,these
people were distracting his game. Did
he stop to thinkabout how distracting
his behavior was to competitors and
spectators? He was an embarrassment
to the sport. What he needed was a good
lesson in sportsmanship.

The two people on the receiving end
of his wrath probably told their friends
that “those Frisbee people down at park
X are a bunch of psychos.” Sure, it’s an
irrational generalizationto thinkall disc
golfers act like thatone irate golfer. But
this is how the human mind works and
how stereotypes form. Can you honestly
blame those park users if they thought
that? They had no right to be treated
that way. They had just as much of a
right to use that park as that
loudmouth.

Most disc golf courses are in public
parks. Good etiquette and
sportsmanship go hand in hand and that
means respecting other park users by
waiting as people walk their dogs and
informing sunbathers and others of
what’s going on. As soon as you’re

aggressive and yell, you’re putting
others on the defensive and they are

making impressions of not only you but
the sport. Remember, it’s just a game.
This is somethingyou do in your spare
time. Save your anger for more

important things.
Courtesy is another term you should

be familiarwith if you strive to be a good
sportsman. Courtesy means familiarity
with the rules of the game and also
common sense. Don’t talk with others
while someone is teeing off or putting.
Don’t walk ahead of someone if it’s their
turn to throw. What’s your hurry?
You’ll come to your disc and everyone
will get to watch you throw. Do you
automaticallyhelp someone look for
their disc, or are you too busy trying to
find your own? Disc golf can be a social
game as well as an individual game.
When you are off in your own world or

being disruptive, you miss learning from
others and saying “nice shot.” Those are
the two words everyone likes to hear.
Nothing is more frustrating than to
make a gorgeous shot and be the only
person that saw it. And how can you
give advice to someone if you aren’t
attentive? Be an active part of your
friend’s game. They'll appreciate the
interest.

Most people thinkof the phrase “be
a good sport” only in terms of how one
acts after losing. But there is also the
behavior of the winners. Do they act
gracious, or do they rub the victory into
the face of their opponents? To me,
“showboat” behavior is just as bad as
kicking your bag after a missed putt.

Very fast and
overstable

PDGA legal to 184 grams

Unbreakable and
availablein glow plastic!

For more informationcontact:
,

Steve Howle
Lightning Discs
P.O. Box 181025

Dallas, TX 75218 (214) 328-9017

Healthy behavior starts with a healthy
attitude. In other words, if your outlook
toward disc golf is good than you
probably won’t act like a jerk on the
course. But if you have a “I’m gonna
kick your ass, I’m better than you are, I
can throwthe disc a mile” attitude, most
people are not going to enjoy playing
withyou. If you are good at disc golfbut
play because you love the game, people
will want to play with you even if you
frequently take theirmoney!

Let’s backtrackfor a second and
examine why a lot of players (almost
exclusively males) may develop the
macho image. American culture teaches
little boys that the only acceptable
emotion for them to express is
aggression and anger. In a way, you
can’t point the finger at the disc golfer
who yells and cusses. His father might
have taught him to act that way, or he
might have learned from watching
television and going to movies.
Regardless, it’s time for tournament
directors and officials and other players
in groups to make sure people are
accountable for their behavior. The
image of our sport is at stake here. And
I’m afraid that TDs and officials can
become wimpy simply because the
violator is a friend or they don’t want to
make waves.

The violator might say later, “I’m
sorry for making alscene, I guess I
wasn’t thinking.” Exactly. Think before
you act or speak. Nobody is forcing you
to kick your bag or cuss after missing a
15 footer. When the urge is there, take a
deep breath and forget about it. Do you

22.2 cm Driver

honestly thinkothers are impressed by a
long list of four letter words? Your
group will respect you a great deal more
for being a good sport than for vocalizing
your anger. I know it’s hard to bite your
tongue after a classic gack. This is
something I have to work on too. And
sometimes it seems I can’t control it and
somethingslips or I slam my putter into
the basket after missing a putt. But I
almost always feel bad afterwards
because I can imagine how this looks to
my group and others.

Finally,good sportsmanship means
respecting park rules and regulations.
Usually, this means no littering, no
alcohol, and no drugs. I’m not going to
harp on this. There are plenty of people
who write us on this subject. I just want
to get back to public perception of disc
golf. If spectators and newspaper
reporters witness disc golfers using
drugs, why would they take the sport
seriously? What you do in the privacyof
your home is entirely up to you. But
drug use, bad language, and bad
etiquette are going to threaten
everyone’s dream of sitting down on a
Sunday afternoon and watching a big
tournament on ESPN. D



  COURSE
FORT STEILACOOMPARK

Fort SteilacoomPark

Installed: 1986

Course Pro: Raymond Seick

Course Lengths/Records:27 Hole Course (8,535’): Gary Myers, 67; Pro
Course (6,230): Gary Myers, 45; Alternate Course (5,567): Gary Myers,
43; Intermediate Course (4,380);Amateur Course (4,350)

by Raymond Seick

ort Steilacoom is a Pierce
County park located in
“Lakewood,” a heavily

populated suburban area southwest of
Tacoma, Washington. It is a
challenging course in a beautiful
natural setting with oak groves and fir
trees and Mount Rainier as a
backdrop on several holes. We get a
fair number of days of rain in the
“Evergreen State." Puget Sound,
however, is noted for its mild climate
and disc golf play continues
throughout the year with only a few
days lost to inclementweather.

Fort Steilacoom is considered by
many as the “best in the west,” and is
certainly among the top courses in the
world. I can honestly say it is a great
course and certainly “world class,”
since I lack any firm criteria as to
what is best.

Tony Waterfall, who was
instrumental in setting up disc golf
courses on Guam, says, “It is world
class because of the variety of throws
needed in order to conquer it. i.e. short
and long, left and right turns, tight
and open fairways.” Lowell Shields
( 1992 PDGA Worlds 4th place finisher
in Masters) comments, “It is a difficult
course to score well on.” The averageOpen pro winner for tournament play
scores over 50 for 18 holes.

Many, if not most players from the
Northwest (Oregon, Washington, and
British Columbia)use Fort Steilacoom
as the standard for comparison when
playing any other course. The 1991
PDGA course listing is completely
inadequate to describe Fort
Steilacoom. We actually have five
course layouts spread over 40 acres of
land, with 20 DGA Pole Hole targets,
10 additional targets (posts with
chains), and 63 tee locations. 25 tees
have concrete pads and the rest are
dirt tees marked by railroad ties. By
mixing and matching tees and targets
we have four 18 hole layouts and one
27 hole course layout. Our philosophy

Hole #14 ofthePro Course. Right handers have an advantage on thishole with a
hyzer alley to the right of the basket. photo by Gary Myers

 
is to have a line of play available for
every level of player that is reasonable
and still challenging, with a course
that rewards you for good throws and
can punish you for bad throws.

The first and signature course for
Fort Steilacoom is the Pro Course.
This course was installed in the

Newland, Don Fogle and Lowell
Shields were all instrumental in
getting, installing and/or promoting
the course at Fort Steilacoom. After
about seven years, they finally broke
through. The agreement was if the
players could find a mutually
agreeable area in the Pierce County
Parks system, and if the players
would install and maintain the course,
then the players could have a course
unless and until there arose some
objection or the area was needed to
fulfillother plans.

Pete spotted the Fort Steilacoom
site on a map, checked it out, and
presented it to the Park
Administration. It did take a lot of
vision, with all the brush, and the
Park people were somewhat skeptical

in elevation which comes into play on
several fairways. Originally, there
weren’t many “fairways”, just paths
through the brush and trees.

The Pro Course has all concrete
tee pads and a length of 6,230 feet.
Three holes exceed 500 feet. The 575
foot hole 15 is the signature hole of the
course, lovingly called the “Monster.”
It is a dog-leg hole though the woods.
Players don’t know whether to love it
or hate it. The 5th fairway is in an
oak grove, and the most aesthetically
pleasing hole on the Pro Course. The
485 foot hole 7 has its lengthalong the
top edge of the hill. It provides a
constant challenge to hold the line and
keep from going down the hill,
especially when the wind is blowing.

The Pro Course remains our

Gary Myers teeing a/fort hole #12 of thePro Course. Gary beinga lefty, has a good hyzer route to thepin approximately250 feet away. photo by HeatherMcCarth_\'
Spring of 1986 using DGA Mach-I pole
holes donated to the Pierce County
Parks by an individual who had
installed a unsuccessful “pay-to-play"
course in the area. All of the DGA
pole holes have been modified by
adding chains and several have new
Mach-III baskets.

Pete Fust, Tom Lander, Doug

as to the area’s feasibility,but the
deal was struck.

Pete Fust designed the Pro course
layout, using railroad ties for tee
markers. Players cleared tee, green
areas, and paths through the brush,
and installed the baskets and tee
markers in the spring of 1986. Don
Fogle became the first course pro, and
through the first Summer, Fall, and
Winter did a lot of clearing. Don was
burned out by next Spring. It was
players, not a player, that were
supposed to be doing the work. Too
much was falling on Don, so he
resigned.

Pete Fust rented a tractor and
mowing rig in the Fall of 1987 to cut
the grass thathad grown to about two
feet tall. He also cleared a lot of the
brush. He enlarged and better
defined fairways, and cleared paths
from greens to next tees. By the
Spring of 1988, the Pro Course was
finally finished. There were now well
defined fairways cleared of brush.
Since then, we have put in concrete
tee pads and next tee signs, and made
basket improvements. The area
remains natural, except for clearing of
brush and the necessary mowing of
grass.

The area for the course(s) is on
two levels, with a hillside running the
length of the area and splitting it in
two. The hillside is a 20 foot change

premier course, because of length.
challenge and tradition. It is posted
as a par 61, and any amateur making
or beating that score is usually very
pleased. The tournament record is 48
and the practice round record is 45.
held by Gary Myers.

In 1988, Tom Lander, then PDGA
Coordinator for the Northwest, asked
ifl could come up with an alternate
course layout for the Washington
State Championships. The Alternate
Course uses the same 18 DGA pole
hole targets, but different tees. The
order of targets is changed on fairways
3 through 10 in order to take better
advantage of the terrain and make the
course as unique as possible. Recent
shortening of one fairway brought
down the lengthof this course to 5567
feet. Only one hole (#8) is longer than
500 feet. This hole can be a real
challenge when a stiff wind comes out
of the West. Probably the favorite
hole on this course is #6. Here you
launch a disc off the top of a hill
toward the basket located in a small
grove of trees 449 feet away. Deuces
are made by those with the arm, but it
takes a very accurate and spectacular
throw to do it. The tournament record
on the Alternate Course is 47, and
Gary Myers has thrown a 43 in
practice.

The Amateur Course was
installed after a lecture by Ed



Headrick who contended the other
courses were too demanding for
beginning players. The course follows
the same route as the Pro Course
except two of the longer fairways are
broken up by the addition of two DGA
pole holes, and two pole holes at the
end of the course are omitted. Total
course length is 4350 feet. Seven
shorter Pro Course fairways are used
unchanged, and the other eleven holes
have different tees and/or baskets.
Seventeen fairways are shorter than
300 feet and one is 358 feet.

The Intermediate Course is 30
feet longer (4380 feet) than the
Amateur Course, but laid out in a
much smaller area so there is less
walking. The Intermediate Course
was actually laid out prior to the
Amateur Course, but reconfigured
because of the Amateur Course
installation. It uses 12 DGA pole
holes and 6 post-with-chains targets.
Six of the five fairways are unique to
the Intermediate Course, 5 are
Amateur Course fairways, 5 are
Alternate Course fairways, and two
are shared with the 27 hole course. I
much prefer it to the Amateur Course,
but might be prejudiced, since I laid
out this course!

The 27 Hole Course takes
advantage of all 20 DGA Pole-Holes
and also has 7 post-with-chains
targets. It has eight fairways unique
to the 27 Hole Course, plus
combinationsof holes on the other
courses. I also designed this layout.

The 27 Hole Course is the most’
fun (and demanding) to play because
of the variety, length, and challenge
the extra fairways add. The “South
Eighteen” has a total fairway lengthof
5915 feet. One of the holes is the 563
foot Alternate Course #8. The “North
Nine” adds another 2628 feet for a

total of 8535 feet for 27 holes. Hole 26
is 562 feet. This hole is probably the
most demanding at Fort Steilacoom.
Threes are possible, but fives are
common. The record for the 27 Hole
Course is 71 for tournament play, held
by Phil Loyd. Gary Myers has thrown
a 67 in practice. The best anyone else
has done is 76.

Many players starting on the Pro
Course find it hard to try another
course because they keep trying to
master that layout. Despite that, all
layouts are getting increased play.
Play has about tripled since last year,
but considering the caliber of the
courses, it is still relatively small.
When play gets built up, we will have

Y...

to change our configuration or restrict
play to set courses for any given time.
As of now, people play whatever
course they like.

We usually play one round on the
Pro Course and one on the Alternate
Course for tournaments. The 27 Hole
Course has turned out to be a real
winner for Winter tournaments when
two rounds are hard to get in because
of the short daylight time.

We participated in The World’s
Biggest Disc Golf Tournament in May
of this year and despite cold, wind,
and threatening rain, had over 110
players make it around the Pro
Course.

Sometimes it is awfully hard to

:-

Gary Myers putting an hole #14 of the Pro Course. Gary holds thePro Course record (45), 27 hole course
record (67), and theAlternate Course record (43). hoto by HeatherMcCarthy

decide which course to play first.
With all the choices, you just can’t get
bored. The more I thinkabout it, the
more I believe we have the THREE
BEST COURSES in the West!

Directions to Fort Steilacoom:
From the North—take the 72nd St.
exit off of 1-5 (exit #129), turn right
and proceed West (road will end up
heading South) to 88th St. S.W. Turn
right and head west. Road will blend
with Steilacoom Blvd. Continue on
Steilacoom Blvd. to 87th Ave. S.W.
Turn right (north) and go about a 1/4
mile to the park entrance on left.
Follow road to parking lot where the
first tee is.
From the south—take the Bridgeport
Way exit off of 1-5 (exit #125) and head
west to Steilacoom Blvd. Take a left
on Steilacoom and go to 87th Ave.
S.W. Go north 1/4 mile and park
entrance will be on left. Cl

Raymond Seick #4616 lives with his
wife Evelyn in Tacoma. He has four
children and fourteen grandchildren.
He graduated from the College of
Puget Sound with majors in science
and mathematics,and worked for the
Navy Department for 29 years, retiring
in 1984 as a Supervisory Physicist.
Currently, he is course pro of Fort
Steilacoom and Vice-President of the
TacomaDisc GolfPlayers Association.

IF YOUR TOWN DOESN'T HAYEA DISC GOLF COURSE,
WORLD'S BIGGEST '93 WANTS TO GIVE YOU ONE

Last year over 200 courses around theworld took part in the \X/orid's Biggest Disc Golf Tournament. Many of thosewere
temporary courses set up just for the day. Some others were permanent courses without Pole Holes. In at least one case, a
good job with \X/orid's Biggest helped the parks department decide to buy a real course.

Circular Productions knows that more courses are necessary for disc golf to continue its rapid growth. That's why in 1993
we'll be donating two new courses. One will go to a city in Texas to host the Circular Skies Tour. The othercould go to you.

If you don't have a Pole Hole course in your town, you should host the \X/orid's Biggest there this May 15th. It'll help show
your parks department thatdisc golf is good healthful recreation and thatthere are a lot of people who love to play it.

If you get a good turnout, the parks department will be more likely to buy you a course. And if you get the biggest paid
turnout of any object course, we'll buy it for you. Nine new Mach Ill Pole Holes, plus tee signs, alternate pin placements
— the works, from World's Biggest and the Disc Golf Association. And the next top 5 turnouts will also receive a Mach Ill
Pole Hole donated by Innova.

There will be some restrictions (it must be at least 20 miles from an existing Pole Hole course), so write or call for the full
scoop. And even if you already have a course, you need to get in on World's Biggest anyway.

Dont' forget thatthe biggest factor in keeping disc golf growing is to get more people playing. So markMay 15th on your
calendar, and plan to bring 3 friendswithyou. You'll each get a golf disc and a t-shirt for $10, and you'll all have a great
time.

\X/orid's Biggest '93 — anothergreat way to have fun playing disc golf, from theWorld Leader in Innovative Disc Sports
Promotions and Sales.

Circular Productions av PO. Box 792 * Austin, TX 78767-0792 * (512)459-3392



 
by Scot Williams

g ’d like to thank Disc Golf Journal
for allowing me to air my views
about disc golf and what might be

done to improve it. Some of these ideas
may not work as well for a one-time
tournament as they might for a multi-
event series. These proposals have had
input by players in all divisions of the
NorCal series, but what the hell~—it’s my
byline.

THE AMATEURI/II SETUP
My main complaint is thatthe largest

(if not only) determining factor in
placement is a player’s experience with
the game, not his skill level, and this is
not always the same thing. I’d like to
see a three division setup established:
one for top-level Ams who are serious
about the game, play it often, and will
become the next generation of Pro
players (currently Am I); a division for
part-time players (currently Am II), and
a third for the genuine novice player
who isn't sure which side of the disc to
grip. Prizes could be geared to keep
novices interested in the game (free or
discounted subscriptions, PDGA
membership offers, etc.). Under no
circumstances could I see a PDGA
member competing in Novice.- NorCal
had large, enthusiasticturnouts in both
Amateur divisions all year long, but only
Am I players were eligible for the end-of-
season Championship and Skins Game.
This was an incentive for Am II players
to step up to the next level.

PLAYERADVANCEMENT
Do Amateur (both I and II) players

stay in their divisions too long? Yes,
without a doubt. What could be done to
accelerate upward movement?  
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PLAYERDIVISIONS
A. The PDGA should offer a certain
percentage (10 - 15%) of top point-
winning Am I players IN EACH
REGION an invitation to compete in
Open for the next season and pick up the
five dollar difference in dues. For this
new pro level golfer that finds himself
over his head, tactfully offer him a spot
back in Am I. Make the upward
invitation a one time only offer for each
player. Invitations should be sent
through that pIayer’s Regional or Series
Coordinator, or people in a position to
offer sound advice on whether someone
is ready to advance.
B. The single most popular idea brought
up by players at the Amateur
Committee meeting in Indianapolis was
the formation of a second Open division.
This division could be used by lower
echelon pros that rarely cash at
tournaments, can’t move down due to
current PDGA standards and ‘don't feel
challenged at the Amateur level. For
many Ams, the thoughtof going head-to-
head with the gods of the game is scary.
Current pros I’ve talked with don't like
the two division idea, with some
justification, because payouts would be
smaller. To counteract this, I would
suggest a “surcharge” (roughly five
dollars) from each “lower” player’s entry
fees into the “upper” purse. This could
keep payouts for the lower division
tamped down and be an anti-sandbag
measure. It’s been pointed out that this
“surcharge” is a negative incentive, but
several Amateur players on the fence
about going Pro actually like the idea
and would pay a nominal surcharge.
Keep in mind the top finishing “lower”
players would recoup their entry fee
AND surcharge.

Any cash contributions by sponsors,
clubs, etc., would go to the upper
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division, unless specifically designated
to be split with Masters, Women, etc.
Entry fees for the lower division could be
scaled down, and payouts would likely
be smaller. A couple drawbacks here,
though:
*Just how small could you make the
entry fee and still keep it above Amateur
levels?
*How do you justify any lower player
making more money than an upper
player? There is also no guarantee of
division sizes being the same.

The smallest problem is what to call
either division. Some people have
suggested Elite/Pro, Pro/Semi-pro, Open
1/11, or my personal favorite, Big
Dogs/Li’l Puppies.
C. Another idea to improve player
placement is currently in the discussion
phase, with possible use in the ‘93
Norcal season. Using this idea outside
of series play would be tough, due to
keeping track of unrelated tournaments.
If you are beating 80% of your division
80% of the time, it's time to advance.
Check the results of any five consecutive
tournaments a player competes in. If he
finishes in the top two out of ten, top
four out of twenty, top six out of thirty,
etc., in at least four of them, bump him
up a division, with some sort of “attaboy”
notice or perhaps a discount on his next
five entry fees at the higher level. If a
player places in the bottom 20% of a
division four out of five times, allow him
to quietly drop down a division if he so
chooses.

What about points to the Am
Worlds? Points would end up
distributed among more players.
Currently, any dues-paid Amateur
should be able to get an invitation as

long as that player hasn‘t accepted prize
money. We’re not getting full fields at

FreestyilelultimalteDiscs
’ and Footbags

Lowest Prices!!!
Fantastic For Putting Practice
and Backyard Games!

GOLF £1/clusir/6!
SUPPLIES - Regulation Size.

- GALVANIZED for permanent protection.
- Completely portable. Weighs just 30lbs.
- Has the same catching abilityas the

D.G,A. single chain Pol(—:~Hole"

I/4" WELDED STEEL parts include upper wire assembly, chain
and counter weight, lower wire basket assembly, 5' pole
screws into a 2‘ x 2‘ outdoor, painted, 5/8" plywood base.

Pole~HoIe° has been fully tested and enthusiasticallyreceived by the Disc Golf” sports world. Used in PD_G.A.
tournaments. Currently being used on the campuses of the University of Central Florida and Southwest Texas State
University. Played with at youth camps throughout the country. Great for indoor play in the school gym.
\/isa or MasterCard accepted; include card numberand expiration date with order

Call or Write for Free Catalog '

‘When in Cincinnati,Stop 6y theShop!
Doug Cepluch #2201

1829 \X/. GALBRAITH RD.
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45239

For orders only...1-800-626-2584
Q (513)931-1037  

$139.95
Plus Shipping

Licensed D.G.A. Pole-Hole”
PD.G.A. Approved

the Amateur Worlds yet. Wouldva-TD
turn somebody down if they were
eligible? I doubt it. And if dues were
the same for everybody regardless of
their competitive level, this would lessen
the impact of bumping and dropping
people.

SANDBAGGING
When I look at Amateur boxscores, I

check two things: margin of victory
(indicating a separation of talent), and
where a player's score would have him
place in the next highest division. If a
player walks away by six or seven
strokes, I’ll get suspicious. And if he
would have placed in a payout position
in the next higher division, I’m
convinced.

Creating a second Open division
could simply transfer the problem of
sandbagging instead of solving it: what
do you do with the player that always
plays the “lower” division, cashes in on a
regular basis, and feels no real need to
step up? If the two division set up were
put into place, you could handle
“upper/lower" bumps and drops the
same way as the Amateurs. One thing
we didn’t foresee in NorCal this year is
thatnone of our Am I players would step
up after the Am Worlds because they
were still shooting for invitations to our
Championships and Skins game. We’ll
be tinkering with that setup during the
off-season as well.

Scot Williams resirles in Alameda, CA
where he works for the Navy as a data
processor. Scot assisted Leonard Muise
with this past season’s NorCal Series
and will be an important part of next
year’s series.
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T°'“'°"°°"""1 “Yulmic Cl|lhP8- Masters (1) Brand 'ne Creek Classic ( 1000Septemberas 1 27. 1992 (88,460) 1 Rich Newman
..............31..27 ..31 ..2s...........1o7 0ctobey:v1l7,1992

’ ) gliigmnHenry Horton St-we Pk: Chapel Hill.TN Amateur 1 (10) BrandywineCreek St. Pk; Wilmington,DE Kereiakea/Griffln/HobaonParka;'1‘D=KenFolzer Field: 121 1 Daryl Johnson TD:Bill Yerd Field: 130 BowflngGreen, Ky°’°" ‘29’ 2 KyleN°“'id
---------- Open (37) TD: Steve Schwartz rield- 1181 Jim Alum

..........
s9..74 ..29

....
..172 ..s325 Amateur 11 (12) 1 Joe Mela..... 53.47 ..1oo ..$22o Open (25)

'

2 David Borders ..73..74 ..28
....

..l75.....l25 1 Rob Trook. 2 Jim Myers 53..52 .,105,,.,,12o 1 Rick voakes 39 452 Don Brown.. ..75..74 ..2e
....

..175.....125 2 Gary Sain..... 3 Keith Brace 56.51 ..1o7.....1oo 2 Dean Tannoclim M4313 "

2 Dean Tannoc 74:15 ..2s
....

..175.....125 Am 1 Women (2) 4 Ken Reynolds. 55.33 ..los..... 65 3 Kevin Stewart
" 43.46 "

Maatera (19) 1 Pinky Mcclure 4 Art Peters
.......... -51 4 Mike Randolph. W43"45 "

1 Fred Salaz
....................79..72 ..28

....
..179 ..s23o Am 11 women (2) Master: 112) Mm." 115,

"""""" " "

2 Kevin Woodsinger .......8l..77 ..29 ..187.....122 1 Sandy Elder
.................47..47 ..58

.................152 1 JelTSweetman... ..53... 1 David Greenwel 452 Sterling Overton
..........73..so ..29 1s7.....122 Novice (4) 2 Glenn Henry .... .. 2 Fred Salaz "47 "

women (3) 1 Paul Norrnandin
..........33..31..33..32

.........
..129 Women (2) 3 Jefl'Soule.::::: "52 "

1 SylviaVoakes
..............92..91

........................1s3 .3120 1 Sue Purdunas
............

..75..72... Grandmaster!(3)
N "

Alllltellr 1 (29) Banklick"Face-lt”(8875) Advanced(22) 1 Doug Aulick
,_ 57 561 Steve C°“"l'°39 -~82-~75 0¢'»0b¢I' 3, 1992 1 Steve Carpenter ........

..58..60 Women (7)
.........H H H

2 Wes Landfear. ..78..79 BanklickWoods; Kenton County. KY 2 Tom Alderman ..63..57 1 Teresa Kei¢h______
_

53 553 ’I‘im Sawyers... ..s1..7s TD: Doug Aulick Field: 26 3 John Dippel ..so..s2 Amateur 1 (24)
‘A N

4 when N°"“a“d --83‘-78 0993113) 3 John Pabish...
....

..63..59 1 Brennan Doyle. ..534 Larry Faust
.................82..79 1 Bob Herbert... 46..47 ..47 ....140..$162 AdvancedGran asters (2) 2 Joe Keating... ..47

..4 Todd McKee
.................80..8l 1 Steve Wisecup. ..52

.. 1 William Page .............
..78..71 3 Jimmy HelmsAl||l‘¢\|l'11 (35) 3 Scott Gr'imes.... ..44 Amateur (45) 4 David Andreas1 Robert Bean... Masters (9) 1 Rich Newman

..............s3..32 Ammo, n (39)
"

2 Tim Spangler.. ..83.. 1 George Collin
...............48..-15 ..47 2 George Ellis

....
..64..31 1 Dan [,ovey,L_“3 Drexell Brewe ..85.. 2 Fred Salaz

....................49..45 ..49 3 Doug Drape ..66..30 2 .le('fwamerm4 'Scott lowis. ..87..
.. Grandmaatera(2) 3 Frank Stein ..66..30 3 Tim Spangler4 Lewis Rolin. 83..92...

....
..l75 1 Doug Aulick

.................52..53 ..57 5 Drake Stock... ..69..30 4 Daren Helton....All Women (4) Women (2) 5 Kenny Tucker
.. 4 Eric Vincent

.................l Sherry Brown
..............1l0

....
..107

.............
..217 1 Teresa Keith. ....56..53 ..54

.................l63.....$70 Am Women (5) Am women (4)J"ni°"' l4’ 1 Michelle Hickman
..... ..75..38

........................ll3 1 Tammy Von Urban1 Stephen Pilson
............9l

..............................9l FaultLine Claaaic ($2,405) Juniors (5) Junior. (1)
0°‘°l’¢"3 5 4:19” 1 Dan 38103!’

.................-78.36
........................ll4 1 Corey Hunt... ....75..77NorthCarolina State Championships (S1500) Delaveaga DGC; Santa Cruz, CA

September28 & 27, 1992 TD:Marty Hapner Field: 80 Lumz Pond "Freeze" (3883) Halloween Howler6 (31227)Cedar HillsRotary Park;Raleigh, NC Open (51) October 18, 1992 October31 & November1, 1992TD:Carlton Howard Field: 96 1 Scott Stokely.... ....78..77 ..76 ..52 Luma Pond State Park;Kirkwood.DE Chiokaaabogue Park;Mobile.ALOpen (26) 2 Sam Ferrans. 79..81..76..49 TD:Steve Winchester Field: 99 TD:Ten'y Raster Field: 1081 Craig Ganglotf.............45..43 ..44 ..45
.........

..177 ..$375 3 Geof1'Lissaman 77..75 ..SI ..53 Open (24) Open (12)2 Larry Leonard
....

..42..49 ..45 ..44
.........

..l80.....275 4 Jim 0ates......... 79..79 ..75 ..56 1 Joe Mela
.................

..52..52 1 Bob lewis ...46..44
..3 Carlton Howard. ..43..-17 ..46 ..46. ..182.....175 4 Johnny Lissaman 77.33 ..77 ..52 2 Craig Gangloff ..55..5l 2 Carlo Pill‘

.... ..
...49..52

..4 Stan McDanial
............45..49 ..46 ..43

.........
..l83.....125 6 Michael Brown 78..86 ..77 ..53 3 Matt LaCourte

........... Masters (16)
MaaterI(5) 7 Jon Becker.... ....83..81..78..53 Maaters(11) 1 Terry Raster, .,45_.
1 Vick Locke

.... .. ..5l..44
...........196..$120 7 Bob Dodge..... ............78..84..80..53 1 Jeflsweetman... ..52... 2 Jim ..53..Women (2) Master: (20) 2 Richhi Ross

______ ..
..56... 3 Tim Jackson

.
..57

..1 Beth Tanner
..............

..57..59 ..5s ..56
.........

.2213 ....s75 1 Glen Whitlock
............

..77..79 ..so ..52 Women (1) Amateur 1 (25)
Advanced(26) 2 Andrew Lemann.. 81..81..83..5a 1 Linda Berg ...................76..7s 1 Cecil McGuire

..............1 Brian Mullins.... ..48
.. 3 Kevin Givens... 81..83..81..55 Grandmaster: (2) 2 Rivers Sherrod.

2 Walter Haney. ..5l
.. Women (6) 1 Norm Eckstein

..........
..62.53 3 Rob Autery....3 JackBeadling. .. ..5l

.. 1 Amye Rosenthal
..........96..10l 96..65

.........
..358 ..$100 Advanced(22) 4 Steve Han-is

,4 Dave Hoover
.... .. ..53 ..5l

.. Senior Grandmaster: (3) 1 Kurt Blackwell
..........

..57.. 4 John Harper.Amateur (37) 1 Ralph Williamson
......

..96 ..63
.........

..354.....$90 2 Bruce Mitchell... 4 Shorty Hammac
1 Dary Bryant ..............

..52..55 ..55
.. 3 Mark Susi

.................. Amateur ll (39)
2 Joe Bradford... 57..55..53

.. IndianaFall Seriea Finale ($1.029) Amateur (33) 1 Brent Aycock ...... ..3 Jamie Shem ..55..53..52.. October4, 1992 1 Stephen Clement
.......

..59 2 Ted Weinacker
4 Stephen Carnmer

......
..60..53 ..59

.. Riverlide Park;Hammond. IN 2 Drake Strock. 3 KeithBranton
..

TD:Brian Cummings Field: 108 3 Mike Queally 61.. 4 Chuda Ooulan.
7thWillywoodClauic(01%)) Open (22) 4 Rick Lester

................
..62 5 Vince (‘rocker

September26 & 27.1992 1 Jerry Suiter
.. ..

Am Women (5) 5 Harold Allen
Will Roger:/WoodaonPks; OKC, OK 2 Dave Witten.. 1 MichelleHiekman.......68..68....................l36 Am Women (10)
TD:DarylJohnson Field: 134 3 Bobllyan.. ..68.; Junior: (1) 1 DalphinePatrick.. ..—-Open (22) 4 Rod Fritz... ..6l

..
1 Jason Hughes ............

..73..74
......................

..l47 2 Shelley Rafi'..
-

1 Mitch McClellan ..42..45 ..47 ..46. Master: (16) Juniors (6)
2 Clint McClellan. ..46..47 ..45 ..43. 1 Glenn Dooner

..
..74

..
La Mirada Cup ($4.254) 1 Dylan Sherrod.

3 Mike Sayre. ..43..41..48..50. 2 George Coffin... ..65
..

October 17 I 18.1992
4 Alvin Dale

.... ..
..44..46 ..50 ..45. 3 Brian Cummings.........

..66
..

La Minda Regional Pk; La Mirada. CA SkylineClaaaic ($955)
4 Scott Michaelson

.........46..46 ..45 .48 Grandmaster:(3) TD:Conrad Damon Field: 84 October31 I November1,13 1
--

Maaten (15) 1 Don Hoffman
.............

..72..73 ..26 .................l7l.....$75 Open (48) NorthLake Highlands:Dallas.TX
1 Brent ..52 ..49

.........
..l92 .3300 Amateur] (29) 1 Steve Valencia... ..27

....
..159 ..$600 TD:Tim Wiederkehr Field: 117

2 Brad Stone..... ..49..51..48..
.

1 Mark Hellep ..............
..68.. 2 Dan Ginnelly. ..26 ..l6l.....470 Open (16)

3 Frank Beach.. 45..53..5l
..

2- Tom Christiansen 69.. 3 Randy Amann .25
.

162.....335 1 Mitch McClellan
.

.49..
GI-andmaaterI(3) 2 John Dawn... 68.. 3 Sam Ferrans.. ..28

.
162 2 Jim Olsen. ..~18..

1 RL. Styles .................
..48..52 ..52

..
4 Dan Harbeck ....71.. 5 Brent Hambric ..26

.
168... 2 .\like Sayre -16

Women (1) Amateur ll (22) 6 ..27 ..l69.....l67 Masters ( 13)
1 Lyn Rothstein

............
..50..57 ..58

..
1 Wes Yusim... ....73.. 6 ..27 169.....167 1 Mike Williams.. ..51..-17..

Amateur l (31) 2 Dave Olney ..
....75.. 2 Gene Barfield ..50..51..

1 Craig Ramsay ..45..47..51.. 3 Jim Judy... ....75., l 47 ..47 ..% 3 Danny Waldron ..50 ..5l
..

2 Soott Axsorn... ..47..48 ..5l
..

4 Paul Kyle.. ....76.. 2 50..52 ..27 3 Dave Fawks
.... ..

..48 ..52
..

3 Shawn ..49..47..51.. Am Master! (11) 3 J.R. Rioo
.... .. ..

..52 Advanced(13)
4 Donnie Butler ..48..49..51.. 1 Doug Norman

.... ..
....79.. 4 Andy Lemann ..47..51..54..28

..
1 Darrell Collier.. ..51 ..46

..

5 Scott Wilkinson
......... ..

2 Mark Schachtar‘... ....75.. 4 Glen Whitlock....
....

..49..5l ..48 ..32...........180.....lll 2 Rob Chandler.... ..50 ..49
..

Amateur ll (23) Am Women (5) 4 Rob Wilson
.................

..52..50 ..47 ..31
...........130.....1ll 2 Joe Morrison

..............
..50..48..51..

1 Butch Kirtley. 49..50 ..54
..

1 Rene Vernon................89..86 ........................l75 Grandmaster:(5) Amateur (40)
2 Tim Ellis..... ..50..50..52

..
1 Phil Ganshert

.... .:...... ..53..52 ..54 ..3I
.........

..190 .3130 1 Glenn Schleicher
.......

..53..47 ..50
3 Randy Jury. 48.53 ..54

.. Whistling Disc: Open (3135) Women (5) 2 John Krzyzanows 5l..49 ..53
4 Greg Lynn.... ....

..54..52 ..50.. October4. 1992 1 Mary Uhlarik
....

..54..53 ..57 ..31
...........l96.....$90 2 Richard Matteson. 46..50 ..49

Amateur 1 Women 5) WbiatleraBend Park;Roaeburg,OR 4 Scott Halencak. 46..52 ..55
1 Christina Butler

........
..57..59 ..60 ..64

.........
..240 TD:Steven Wright Field: 37 Circular Skiea-PortArthur($1,345) 5 Steve Johnson

..
52..50 ..54

Amateur [1 Women (1) Open (5) October24 I 25. 1092 5 Steve Cook
...... ..

5l..51..52
1 Karen Newton

...........
..71 ..70

.........
..270 1 Jefi'Burna....................50..53 ........................103.....$20 Plealure laland DGC; Port Arthur.TX Am Women (1)

Novioe(3l) Master: (10) TD:John Houck Field: 118 1 Sherri Croson
..............76..70 ..76..

1 Ryan Winters 50..49 ..57
..

1 Dan Lucachick..... Open (23) Novice (34)
2 Mark Carlton. 1.52 ..58

..
2 Jerry Schneider... ....105..... 30 1 Mitch McClellan..........47..44 ..44

..... ..
1 James Hampton ..........54..47

..

3 Britt Barnett. 2..55 ..60
..

Amateur 1 (5) 2 Eric Marx
........... ..

446 2 Randall Crockett..
4 Mitch Mitchell.

. .
.54..55 ..54

..
1 Paul Barcua 112 3 Scott Michaelsen

.......
..43..45 ..49 3 Robert Justis

.. ..

JIlII.ior(2) Amateur II (9) 4 low Satterfield
..........

..44..46 ..49 3 TroyCrown
..

1 Jeremy Allen
...............60..61 ..6-1 ..62.........

..247 1 Todd Ninneman... Masters (8) Junior: (2)
2 Paul Denton

.........
1 Don Wilchek

.... ..
1 Michael Martin

..........
..70..71

..

Dealloineaopen($650) AmWomen(1) 2 GusAlaniz.
September27, 1992 1 Jeri Heilman.... 2 Gary Harris

.......
NorCal $10,000 Invitational(31684)

N. Karen Acres Park;Urbandale, IA Novice (4) .WOIIIIII (2) N°V€||I5¢|'7 5 3.1992
TD:Steve Nixt Field: 43 1 Tim Hellman ...............66..64........................130 1 Andi lehmann.............58..52 ..60 .................170.....$65 Eaat La lama/MooseParks;Modesto, CA
Open (13) Juniors (3) Advanced(22) TD:Leonard Muise Field: 71
1 Jefl'Harper..................

1 Leo Denton ..................77 ............................
..77 1 Bryan James

...... Open (25)
2 Scott Innis 2 RobbinBrown.... 1 Jim Oates

.............
....44..40 ..41 ....125 .3325

3 John Heston ...... Lailradacip(Amateur!) 3 Randy Terrazaa. 2 Geoff Lissaman 43.44 ..38
..

Iluteu(9) oeteber10 a 11, ran 4 Darrell Collier
.......

3 Mike Loya ........ 42.44 ..42
..

1 Tom Cremer... La Mirada IadrmalPk; 14 Mirada, CA Amateur (32) 4 Johnny Lisaaman
........41..43 ..45

2 Kim Steele..... TD:Conrad Damon Field: 45 1 Jim Maatera (10)
Women (1) Amateur 1 (26) 2 Rory Jones 1 Glen Whitlock 46..48..41

..

1 Renee Johnston...........62..53 ..58 ...............
1 Jaaon Roberts...... ....76..73 ..

2 Chris Barnhill 2 J.R. Rico
........

..46
..

AmateurI (20) 2 Rick Reichard.. 73..77 ..
4 Rune Britt

.... ..
Woman (5)

l Doug Skenandore
......

..40..42 ..44
...............

..l26 3 Alan Lay ...... 73..78
..

4 Clay Taylor.... 1 Amye Roaenthal..........53..55 ..53
2 Chris Oian

......... .. ..
4 Mike Myer:.... .. ....77..77 ..

Am Women (4) Amateur I (27)
3 Jerry Amateurnus) 1 Shari Carle ..................59..eo..63

...............
..1s2 1 Brian Grilrin. ....4(:‘)..46-49

1 Steven Rico...... ....73..76
..

Novice Women (3) 2 Alan Lay ..... .. 45..48 ..48
DlaeCrookClamicN (X) { 2 Tony Andros 74..77

..
1 Becky Foraytll ...........

..66..72 ..76 ................214 3 Dave Seebadi 45..44 ..53
Oetobar,8. ID! 3 Michael Reyes .

.77..79 ..
Junior: (5) 4 Craig Swindell. ....48..45 ..49

V

Park:Amrlllo,'1'! Am Woman ( 1) 1 Nick Kelly....................59..56 ..55 .................170 4 Peter Wells ..................50..45 ..47
TD:PaulRoqrim Field: 38 1 Margo Sabillo............

..1®..l($..70
.............283 Am Women (4)

open (7) Junior! (2) 1 Tammyuoeller ...........so..57 ..eo
1 HitchMlfllellan..........24.25 .3 ..23...28 "SE0 1 Michael Bowls .............88..89 ..58 .................236

26



WHAT DO YOU WANT
FROM DISC GOLF?

u want more courses? Parks tments will put in more courses when
know there are lots of people w nt to play them.

ople.The answer is more pe

Do you want bigger tournaments? We'll have bigger turnouts and bigger
galleries only when we get more people involved.
The a more people. ’nswer is

Do you to see disc golf o ional TV? Nobo omes t e our
tourna e s in person, so why d ESPN thinkany would ch them
n t levision?

Aneed more people.
Do you want big sponsors ig prize purses? Get a clue. Sponsors need

mon orth from an event. All professional sportsspectators to get their
need spectators?
We need more people.

What can you do?
1. Wear nice disc golf clothing. D 9
2. Act appropriately on and off the course.
3. B ' new people to the World's Biggest Disc Golf 3tour nt May 15, 1993

. . .
at a course near you.wligpatoliziias-tr-‘~11 Rm pa!» .
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Thi age brought to you by:
I '

' ularProductions
, v -Champion Discs

M ssive Gra hi

  
  
  

' cGolfA 'ation
moters for

the W ' ' sf Disc Golf Tournament. ‘



Austin, Texas - (512)472-DISC -

Specializingin custom discs and accessories

- Lightning, Discraft, Innova, Wham-O and DGA golf discs (featuring the
Gumbputt”)as well as Dynamic Disc's Super Puppy and Dimple

- Full line of accessories includingWall City"' bags,
backpacksand fanny packs

- H.O.T. clothingfor disc golf includingour own Texas Twister tie-dye and batik
t-shirts, and wild Know Wear” golf pants and shorts

, Retail and wholesale To order call toll free:
BillyWest says

"Disc Golfis H.0.T. in Texas!"

Write or call for your free Disc Catalog:
Heart of Texas Disc Golf, P.O. BOX 684382, Austin, TX 78768-4382 0 (800) 275-DISC

E SubscribeToday
and Save up to 33% Off
theSingle Copy Priceof ...TO DISC GOLF

KNOWLEDGABLESTAFF
SPECIAL EVENTS
LIGHT WEIGHTS

 HiOI-Fl ouA°.§fi}'3“.§.3'csé’.i’ms
Tn: Wonurs Fmur mac Gour Punucxnon

Six Hgge issues a year mailedto your home!
 ‘ — j g ‘ — 1 ‘

Y ' Send me Six Issues for $17.9798. (25% Off Single Copy Price!) ‘

Y I Send me Twelve Issues for $31.9798. (33% Off Single Copy Price!)
Pleaseadd$6/yrfor first class mailing

Please mail my subscription ofDisc GolfJournal to:

Mr/Mrs.Ms.

Address

City, State, Zip
_..,_, ,.

Phone
______ _,_ MA;

Birthdate
__,,_._ _ ,

8

Offer good only in U.S. Please allow 6-8 weeks for mailingof first issue.
In Canada. $21.97; Elsewhere. $24.97. U.S. Currency. ORDER TOLL FREE

1 -800-321-8833Send thisform to:
DISC GOLF JOURNAL
1801 Richardson Dr. #6


